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Front Cover
NIMBUS 7 CZCS view of the Northwest Atlantic. The brown to red areas off
the coast and in the vicinity of Georges Bank are high in phytoplankton
plant life, while the blue areas of the North Wall of the Gulf Stream,
and the circular "wann core ring" spun off the Gulf Stream are relative
deserts of plant life.
"3ck Cover
This is the same view as the front cover, showing infra-red sea surface
temperatures. The cold shelf water is shown in blue, while the warmer
Gul f Stream and ring are red to yellow.
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FOREWORD
As a result of the launch of the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
in October 1978 and the subsequent progress with data analysis, it is now
possible to determine ocean chlorophyll concentrations from. space to
better than ± 30 percent for values of 0-5u gk -1 in Case I waters (little
sediment or humic matter). Calculations of annual ocean primary
production vary from 20 to 55 x 10 9 tons C yr -1 and may be underestimated
by three to ten fold, leading to unreliable estimates of world fish
production and of the role of ocean biota in global CO 2
 cycles. With some
modest improvements in similar satellite instrumentation, together with a
limited amount of in situ data, it appears feasible to determine global
marine algal biomass and primary productivity with sufficient accuracy
that future changes, induced by overfishing or anthropogenic nutrient
inputs, for example, can be detected.
With this pr,)spect in mind, the Satellite Ocean Color Science Working Group
was established in October 1981 to consider the scientific utility of
repeated satellite measurements of ocean color, especially for measuring
global ocean chlorophyll and for studying the fate of global primary
productivity in the sea. The group was specifically asked:
a. What are major scientific problems that can be studied using
satellite-derived measurements of near-surface ocean color?
b. To what extent can satellite ocean color measurements make a
significant improvement over conventional observations?
c. To what extent can complementary satellite measurements, such as
sea surface temperature and wind speed, or airborne and in situ
measurements, significantly augment the value of ocean color
measurement?
d. What are the options on accuracy, resolution, areal coverage, and
revisit time of the satellite ocean color observations that best
satisfy the data requirements of these scientific problems?
P 
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4P	 This document presents the results of the Working Group's deliberations.
In particular, it states the scientific requirements for ocean color data
from a CZCS follow-on sensor (hereafter designated-the Ocean Color Imager
E	 or OCI) in order to address global primary productivity, fishery, and
f carbon storage problems. It also outlines some specific experiments
(called the MArine Resources LXperiment or MAREX) which are designed to
determine critical nutrient fluxes, photosynthetic rates, and the fate of
` the resultant primary productivity and biomass for a variety of
continental shelf and open ocean ecosystems which are representative of
those found in the world oceans.
Concurrently with the actiiities of this group, Goddard Space Flight
Center has been studying the feasibi lity of including an Ocean Color Imager
on the NOAH series of polar-orbiting, operational meteorological
satellites. Results to date indicate that it is indeed feasible. NASA is
developing a plan which could result in the flight of an Ocean Color Imager
aboard one of the NOAA satellites around 1988.
hn J. lsh 
^J/dtA,^^
Chair
Head, Oceanographic Sciences Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. SCIENCE BASIS
Primary production in the sea accounts for at least 30 percent of the total
global annual plant fixation of CO2. marine primary production is the
basis for almost all life in the sea, and is an integral to major biogeo-
chemical cycles, such as the CO2 cycle. However, uncertainties exist in
the ,magnitude of annual marine CO2 fixation and its variability. The
highly productive continental shelves of the world, where 95 percent of
the estimated fishery yield and most of the carbon sink of atmospheric
CO2 occur, may actually be two or three times more productive than
presently estimated. Open ocean productivity estimates have recently
been challanged and could be underestimated by an order of magnitude.
These uncertainties are due to a wide range of variability of biomass in
the shelf waters and to problems in growth rate measurement techniques
in the open ocean. Significant improvement 'in the estimates of shelf
productivity, and in understanding the controlling mechanisms product-
ivity variations are expected when satellite measurements of ocean color
are combined with appropriate in situ observations. Such a capability
is clearly needed if we are to understand biological variability in
response to discrete and climatic changes, anthropogenic nutrient inputs
on fisheries, and fossil-fuel CO2 load in the atmosphere.
The Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) has shown that the pigment
concentrations of the upper ocean can be measured from space with enough
accuracy for determining phytoplankton, biomass and, in certain areas,
net primary productivity. Improved in situ chlorophyll sensors can now
provide complementary calibration and interpolation data. Thus, by
using satellites, buoys, aircraft and ships, it is now possible to signif-
icantly lower the variances in estimates of phytoplankton abundance and
population growth rates in the ocean, and to identify biological and
physical factors responsible for these variances. With the appropriate
data sets, and from ongoing development of phytoplankton models, future
xi
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fluxes of carbon and nitrogen in the open ocean regions can then b2
addressed in the context of changes in coastal eutrophication, storage
Pools of CO2, and fishery yields, at daily and decadal time scales.
To improve our estimates of phytoplankton abundance and growth rates,
we recommend that NASA fly a CZCS follow-on (Ocean Color Imager, OCI)
with improvements in channels, bit accurccy, calibration, data storage
and handling, and real time accessability. This could be achieved by
flying an OCI on the NOAA series of satellites and by implementing the
focused field experiments discussed as part of the Marine Resources
Experiment (MAREX). MAREX is conceived as an integrated, interdisciplin-
ary and multi-agency research opportunity, likely including elements of
future NASA, NOAH, NSF, DOE and ONR programs and inviting international
collaboration. In conjunction with the development of a new OCI, it is
necessary that selected data sets of the current CZCS be processed to
the best possible Level II product and analyzed in biological scientific
literature to demonstrate the techniques to be used in MAREX, evaluate
the limits of biological use of the data, and provide the basis for
algorithms for the OCI.
Color Scanner data are extremely useful for other applications in addition
to those previously mentioned. Identification of fronts, eddies, turbid-
ity, and regions of bioluminescence are a few of the defense applications
of OCI data. Albacore and salmon feeding habitats and anchovy spawning
habitats, are examples of the fisheries-related changes that can be
detected with satellite ocean color/temperature data for improved fisher-
ies management. Thus, while this document largely discusses ocean primary
productivity research, a wide variety of other research and operational
users will also benefit from the flight of a future Ocean Color Imager.
A number of measurements will be needed. The aims of MAREX are: (1)
measure global chlorophyll; (2) relate chlorophyll to gloial biomass;
xii
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(3) relate chlorophyll, light, and efficiency determinations to global
oceanic CO2 fixation; (4) relate changes in mesoscale or reqional biomass
to primary production, or changed biomass (this has implications for
effects of nutrients and for the settling loss of CO 2 ); (5)include fishery
information to get correlations between the extent and timing of phyto-
plankton blooms and subsequent effects on larger species.
I1. EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
A set of minimum spacecraft and ground system requirements, necessary to
achieve the major scientific opportunities from space-borne ocean color
data, were determined. The following requirements, hopefully, allow
significant scientific progress in limited well-defined programs, while
still offering sufficient flexibility to satisfy a reasonable portion of
the needs of other scientific and operational areas. The OCSWG believes
these requirements provide the basis both for successfully executing Che
exciting nearEr term shelf carbon/nitrogen ',lux experiment and for
providing a basis for further development in color sensing science in other
fields in the future. The minimum requirements for an ocean color system
which could receive the support of a significant portion of the oceano-
graphic community follows.
II.1 SPACECRAFT
The Tiros/NOAA-I spacecraft was identified as being a suitable vehicle,
provided it was flying in a near-noon local orbit (12:30 - 2:00 PM).
Adding an OCI to the NOAA-I complement of sensors does require some
modifications to the baseline CZCS, such as the elimination of the thermal
channel and of its cooler. This is an acceptable modification since
equivalent thermal infomration would be available from other NOAA-1
sensors.	 ,additionally, the need for a diffuser plate to provide an
on-board solar and radiometric calibration is required.
I1.2 MEASUREMENT CHANNELS
The Nimbus-7 CZCS program demonstrated the feasibility of determining
ocean chlorophyll levels (and diffuse attenuation coefficients) from
Is
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multi-channel visible space-borne observations. To resolve the chloro-
phyll concentration to within 50 percent over a range of concentration from
0.1 to 10.0 micrograms chlorophyll per liter in the open ocean and outer
continental shelf areas requires radiance observations to 10 bit accuracy.
The following are the eight recommended wavelengths of which six will be
used for routine open ocean and/or continental shelf measurements.
443 nanometers (nm)
	
590
490	 670
520	 765
560	 867
The 490 and 590 nm channels are useful under special circumstances to
extend the observations into more turbid coastal waters. Since the
technique is still experimental, these are considered to be research
channels which need to be selectable in the place of two of the other
channels under infrequent circumstances, arranged well in advance.
II.3 SPATIAL RESOLUTION
The chlorophyll distribution in the ocean is patchy on all scales down to
the sub-kilometer level. Thus, to adequately map phytoplankton variation
in high-concentration shelf areas, which is the major goal of the first
group of MAREX studies, a satellite must be able to resolve about a
kilometer of the ocean. This small spot size also allows measurements
closer to the shore to resolve local outwelling and upwelling zones, which
tend to be nearshore phenomena in many cases. Such a high data rate may be
relaxed somewhat for wide area studies of open ocean phytoplankton where
statistical rather than process experiments are more likely. In this case,
a degradat*;on to about a 4-kilometer resolution is accepted. Therefore, a
satellite system is required that can operate in two modes, analogous to
the present NOAA AVHRR infrared system: (1) local area coverage of high
resolution to about one km and (2) global area coverage of lower resolution
to about four km.
Xiv
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II.4 OBSERVATIONAL COVERAGE
Coverage is defined as the frequency at which a chlorophyll data set for a
given extended experimental region is available, assuming ideal, cloud-
free conditions. The data set may be composited from several OCI images
taken w°; various resolutions over an extended time period. By their
nature, satellites provide a high density of observations within their
swath coverage; however, one or more passes must be composited to generate
the field of data which the scientists require. The satellite coverage is,
then, a function of swath size, orbit configuration, and cloudiness. The
time it takes for some part of the satellite swath to revisit every spot
within an experimental area defines the length of time it takes to generate
a data field. Repeat coverage is the time it takes to generate another
such field in the same area. For example, a small experimental area, less
than one swath width in size, might be entirely covered in one pass, while
repeated coverage may not be available for several days or weeks. Phyto-
piankton variability in the ocean has a time scale of less than a week
depending on seasonal changes of wind events and algal growth. It would be
desirable, then, to have worldwide chlorophyll observations at least every
3 or 4 days. This is impossible due to natural cloudiness. reasonable
orbit, and swath configurations, so there must be an accompanying program
of in situ moored observations in the experiments to allow interpolation of
satellite observations.
To make even this possible, it is required that a satellite system's swath
pass over any given spot at least weekly.
II.5 NAVIGATIONAL ACCURACY
Location of pixels in latitude- longitude coordinates is important for
quantative scientific use of color scanner data. In order to make these
data useful for other than individual scene analyses, the scientists must
be able to use observations from many passes to generate time series and do
statistical analysis. This implies that location accuracy of data from
different passes must be sufficiently precise to allow compositing. For
these purposes, we require an absolute navigational accuracy of 5 km for
high-resolution local data and 25 km for low-resolution global data.
xv
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II.6 DATA DELIVERY
The details of data processing and delivery are comp'cY. For purposes of
an overall requirement, satisfactory data processing and delivery is
considered to be among the most vital concerns that the ocean science
community have for a new satellite observing system. History of other
ocean-oriented satellite data systems has not been encouraging in this
respect.. Timeliness of data processing is most important in that if data
processing time does not keep pace with the data flow, backlogs quickly
develop and it can become literally years before the data are made
available to the research community. In that case, the data are often not
widely used by scientists and a multi -million-dollar satellite is under-
utilized. Further, satellite pictures by themselves are not satisfactory
for quantative ocean study. The observations must be presented as quanta-
tive information products, specifically, navigated values of chlorophyll
and of the diffuse attenuation coefficient. To this end, the data avail-
able to the user must meet the following requirements:
a. For near real-time positioning of ships during MAREX field
experiments, quick-look data must be available with 24 hours of
chservation, or direct satellite read-out for user ground
stations must be available in selectable areas worldwide.
b. For integration with cruise results, fully processed high-
resolution data must be available to the user within 30 days of
observation. This is "Level II" processing (which means cloud
removed, atmospherically corrected, chlorophyll values within a
pass, identified by latitude -longitude on computer-compatible
tape). False color images or contoured maps of these passes are
also desirable.
c. The same information is needed for the low-resolution global
data. However, since the global data will be primlirily used in
the study nf larger scale, longer term variations, the observa-
tions should be integrated and composited before delivery. Level
II low-resolution values should be stored on a monthly 100 km
grid. After three months for processing, the mean values should
be published monthly as contours on ocean-scale maps. There is no
f	 '
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requirement for imaging individual passes, although individual
Level II tapes should be preserved for 6 months for selected
processing on request.
d. All high- and low-resolution Level I tapes should be preserved in
an archive for 5 years. Users should have on-line, interactive
access to a catalogue of the archived data.
e. The difficulty and cost involved in handling the flow from a high-
data-rate instrument such as this is recognized. Ideally, all
the sunlit data from the satellite should be stored and processed
at high resolution. A minimum requirement is the ability to
process 30 minutes of stored high-resolution data per day to
Level II chlorophyll values, and 150 minutes of stored
low-resolution data. This would result in enough capacity to
process the ocean areas near the USA to high resolution, and at
least one hemisphere at low resolution on a continuing basis. It
would be highly desirable to double the low-resolution capacity
to be assured of worldwide coverage. Direct broadcasting of
high-resolution data on at least a 50 percent duty cycle would
fill in the gaps of recorded high-resolution stored data for
those users with ground receivers. It is strongly recommended
that the direct broadcast mode be designed so that there is
minimum impact to existing ground receiver stations used by
researchers outside NASA. The system should be similar enough to
the existing NOAA infrared broadcast protocol that other users
need only make minor or no changes to their hardware and software
for data capture.
II.7 MISSION LENGTH
In order to conduct the in situ field wore; necessary to exploit the ocean
color observations from space, experiments listed earlier must be staged
in a variety of seasons and conditions. Logistically, this implies that
the spacecraft mission must cover at least two years to specify a typical
situation, i.e., the occurrence of E1 Nino phenomena. In addition, even
the coarsest values for ranges in interannual productivity are not known
for most ocean areas. An absolute minimum of two years of observation is
xvii
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necessary to identify the scale of variabilit y . Thus, a minimum mission
length of two years is required, with any extension of that length highly
desirable. That also implies that instrument calibration be constant, or
identifiable, during the minimum two-year mission to allow valid com-
parisons of ocean observational values.
xviii
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The potential of the carbon cycle of the sea to either yield fish or
store atmospheric CO 2 is a subject of continuing controversy as man's
ability to modify t,'la marine environment increases. Because the actual
amount of CO2 fixed annually during marine photosynthesis is unknown,
the fates of phytoplankton, serving as a precursor either to fish carbon
or to sediment carbon, are also unknown. Debates over the amount of
potential fish harvest (Ryther, 1969, Alversen et. al., 1970) and CO2
storage capacity (Broecker et. al., 1979; Walsh et. al., 1981) of the
ocean thus hinge on the amount and fate of marine primary production.
Current estimates of annual marine primary production range from 20 to
55 x 109 tons of carbon per year (Ryther, 1969; Platt and Subba Rao, 1975;
DeVooys, 1979; Walsh, 1991). This range accounts for =25 to 50 percent of
the total net global carbon fixation ;Woodwell et. al., 1978), and is 400
to 1000 percent of either present fish yield or fossil fuel emissions.
Over the last century, man's ability to extract nitrogen from the atmo-
sphere has also begun to rival that of N 2
 fixation by plants. Between
1950 and 1975 world production of agricultural fertilizers increased
ten-fold. Nitrogen loadings from agrarian runoff, deforestation, and
urban sewage have already impacted local streams and ponds, some large
lakes, major rivers, and perhaps even the continental shelves. Nitrogen
is now only routinely measured in 25 percent of the world's 240 largest
rivers, however, and few biological time series are available to docu-
ment the coastal zone's past response to fluvial nutrient transients on
a decadal time scale. The annual primary production of the Dutch
Waddensea, for example, has apparently increased threefold between 1950
and 1970 (Postma, 1978). Future measurements of ocean color by satel-
lites and of in situ fluorescence by buoys are required to provide ade-
quate chlorophyll time series to assess the fate of phytoplankton carbon
and nitrogen, as well as their productivity in the sea. With this
information, one can address present problems of overfishing, as well as
the future and perhaps more ominous consequences of these linked
r A
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activities--man's accelerated extraction of nitrogen from the atmosphere
and addition of carbon to the atmosphere.
Large areas of the ocean, such as the central gyres, have relatively low
rates of production per unit surface area, but account for a major fraction
of total carbon fixation because of their large areal extent (Table 1-1).
F
In contrast, highly productive coastal and upwelling regions account for
only 10 percent of the ocean by area and probably 25 percent of the ocean
primary productivity; they provide more than 95 percent of the estimated
fishery yield, however, and most of the proposed organic carbon sink of
atmospheric CO2 (Table 1-2). These various ocean provinces exhibit
pronounced differences in their phytoplankton species assemblages as the
evolutionary consequence of their physical habitat. They also have
significant differences in spatial and temporal variability of algal
biomass as a function of nutrient input grazing losses (Walsh, 1976) and
have very different fates of the fixed carbon (Walsh et. al., 1981). Their
contribution to global carbon fixation (Table 1-1) may be underestimated
from two- to tenfold (Smith et. al., 1981).
There are two basic reasons for the large uncertainty in the estimates
of marine carbon fixation (Table 1-1); both are of equal importance.
First, the methodology used to estimate the rate of primary productivity
(the 14C method) may be in serious error (Geiskes et. al., 1979; Eppley,
1980). Secondly, the highly productive shelf regions exhibit a much
wider range of spatial and temporal variability of biomass than the open
ocean, on scales which have been very poorly sampled by classical ship-
board programs. It is in the oligotrophic (gyre) regions, where the
biomass variability is not pronounced, that the methodology errors are
greatest. This is because the oceanic phytoplankton are thought to be
more sensitive to stresses related to capture and prolonged enclosure.
However, the long food chains and 90 percent recycling processes of the
offshore regime (Table 1-2) provide insignificant fish harvest (RYther,
1969) and little net biotic storage of CO 2 (Eppley and Petersen, 1980). i
In the coastal regions where productivity is much higher, and the
results of the 14 C methodology are probably more representative of the
actual rate, the spatial extent and the temporal character are poorly
1-2
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do
i
4	 Table 1-2. A Balanced Budget of Annual Net Fluxes (x 109
tons C yr-1 ) of the Global CO2 Cycle (after
Walsh et al., 1981).
Sources	 Fossil fuel emission	 5.20
Equatorial outgassing
	
1.00
Volcanism	 0.05
Deforestation	 1.00
Total	 +7.25
Abiotic Sinks
	
Atmospheric storage
	
2.60
Reverine release of DOC	 0.80
Estuarine sediment
	
0.20
Deep water formation	 2.00
Total	 -4.60
Biotic Sinks	 Open ocean fecal pellets 	 0.10
Slope storage of phyto-detritus
	
1.55
Total	 -1.65
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known. For example, within 30 km off the Peru coast, the surface
chlorophyll biomass ranges from 0.4 to 40.0 u q chl k -1 and the inte-
grated primary production from < 1 to > 10 gC m-2 day-1 (Walsh et. al.,
1980). Approximately 25 percent of shelf production (" 1.6 x 10 9 tons C
yr"1 , see Table 1-2) is thought to be sequestered as organic carbon
deposits on adjacent continental slopes. Although the anthr000genic
input of nitrogen to the shelves may have increased tenfold over the
last 50 to 100 years, a sufficient time series of phytop lankton data is
not available to accurately specify changes in primary productivity or
shell export to continental slopes. This lack of a proper spatial and
temporal perspecitve has hindered our understanding and, therefore, our
ability to make accurate estimates of coastal productivity and subse-
quent carbon and nitrogen fluxes to the rest of the food web.
f Understanding the coastal ecosystem processes has far greater
significance than their areal extent or contribution to total marine
carbon fixation would suggest because:
a. The fate of carbon and nitrogen fixed in these highly
productive shelf regions is quits different from t^,e oceanic
areas of the sea, sinking to slope depocenters instead of
grazing within the water column (Walsh et. al., 1981; Eppley
and Petersen, 1980),
b. Impacts of human activity are greater in the coastal region.
Thus, there is a strong motivation to obtain, for the first time,
synoptic biumass and productivity data required to study these highly
dynamic oceanographic regions over both long periLds at decadal time
scales, and at the much higher Nyquist frequency for resolution of
biological processes.
Preliminary investigations undertaken in the 1960s by Clarke, Ewing,
Lorenzen, Yentsch, and others provided evidence that the quality of light
reflected from the sea surface and remotely sensed by the aircraft instru-
mentation might be interpreted as phytoplankton biomass, i.e., chloro-
phyll, in the upper portion of the water column. These workers (e.q.,
Clarke et. al., 1970) were limited by their equi pment to an altitude of 3
1-5
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km. However, even at that altitude, the influence of the atmospheric back-
scatter was quite obvious as it began to dominate the color signal reflec-
ted from the ocean surface. This raised the question of whether the rather
poorly reflected ocean could be sensed through the entire atmosphere from a
spacecraft, and if the contributions of the Rayleigh backscatter and aero-
sol backscatter could be effectively removed from the signal seen by a
spacecraft. Additional NASA-supported studies in 1971 and 1912 with Lear
Jet and U-2 aircraft and a rapid scan spectrometer at alti^-ldes of 14.9 and
19.8 km, demonstrated that this concept could be used to develop spacecraft
equipment for the purpose of estimating ocean water column chlorophyll
from earth satellites. This became possible through the realization that
problems associated with the scattering properties of the atmosphere, as
well as direct reflectance of the sun from the sea surface (glint), could
be either avoided or corrected ( Hovis and Leung, 1977).
The first satellite -borne ocean color sensor, the Coastal Zone Color
Scanner ( CZCS), was launched aboard Nimbus-1 in October 1978 ( refer to
Table 1-3). It has four visible and two infrared (one of which is thermal)
bands, with a sensitivity about 60 times that of the Landsat-1 multi-
spectral scanner. Unlike many satellite sensors of ocean properties
(Table 1-3), the CZCS responds to more than the features of the mere
surface of the sea and is sensitive to algal pigment concentrations in the
upper 20 to 30 percent of the euphotic zone. A predicatable relationship
was established between the CZCS estimates of pigments and plankton
chlorophyll measurements made aboard a ship in the Gulf of Mexico (Gordon
et. al., 1980). Other shelf studies within the Southern California Bight
(Smith and Baker, 1982) and coastal waters mouth of New England ( Gordon et.
al., 1982) have also compared ship track chlorophyll data and CZCS data.
In all three coastal regions there was great spatial variability of in vivo
chlorophyll, with a striking agreement between the two methods (+30 to 40
percent). The widespread evolution and dissipation of high and low
chlorophyll features over a period of 13 days in the Southern California
Bight ( Frontispiece) was dramatically captured in these CZCS images (Smith
1-6
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and	 Baker, 1981),	 demonstrating	 the potential power	 of	 this	 synoptic
.	 approach.
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Table 1-3. Ocean-related NASA Spacecraft Activities: Previous Decade
Satellite Sensor Complement Launch Status
Nimbus-5 Microrjave radiometer (MR) +	 1972 Completed (9-years
meteorological sensors life)
k	 Skylab MR, altimeter	 (ALT), + 1973 Completed (intermittent
scatterometer (SCAT) over 2 years)
Nimus-6 MR + meteorological sensors 1975 Completed (6-year life)
Geos-3 ALT 1975 Completed (3-year life)
Seasat ALT, MR, SCAT, + synthetic 1978 Completed (3-months
aperture radar (SAR) life)
Nimbus-7 Coastal zone color scanner 1978 Operating
(CZCS), MR + meteorological
sensors
Satellite and aircaft remote-sensing techniques, as well as moored
biological buoys, have matured rapidly in the last 3 to 5 years to now make
such sampling feasible within a future Marine Resources Experiment (MAREX)
program. As a consequence, the multiplatform (ship, buoy, aircraft, and
satellite) sampling strategies of the proposed MAREX research offer an
opportunity to significantly reduce the variance in estimates of shelf
phytoplankton abundance, carbon fixation, consumption, deposition, and
their concomitant nitrogen fluxes.
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SECTION 2. PRESENT LIMITATIONS
Space and time domains of the relevant biological and physical processes
controlling productivity are compared in Figure 2-1 with the present
space -time sampling regimes of various measurement platforms. Individual
phytoplankton, zooplankton, and fish have life cycles on the order of
respectively 1 cycle day -1 , 0.1-0.01 cycles day -1 , and 0.01-0.001 cycles
day -1 (Walsh et. al., 1977), which are translated into longer time scales
of the communities within which their birth and death processes take place.
Phytoplankton communities, for example, experience major changes over
periods on the order of 1 to 10 days and, as a result of shelf flow regimes,
over areas of 10 to 100 square kilometers. Fish, because they are larger,
swim faster and live longer, occupy the time domain between 10 2 to 103
days and the space domain between 10 3 to 106 square kilometers. Comparing
these domains for various physical processes and resultant biological
distributions with the sampling regimes of the various measurement
platforms ( Table 2 -1), one arrives at a major reason for the proposed MAREX
program--the need to measure distributions of biological properties at
frequencies which can resolve causally the sources of their variance.
2.1 SNIP IN SITU SENSING
Classical shipboard programs consist of productivity measurements made
once a day over a spatial area limited by the usual 10 - 12 knot speed of the
research vessel. At present, shipboard rate measurements, Such as
nutrient uptake, photosynthesis, respiration, grazing, excretion, and
sinking, can only be made at a few points of the sea, to be later multi-
plied by some inadequate estimate of mean biomass in order to calculate
fluxes of elements within the marine food web. However, phytoplankton
species on the continental shelves can divide every 0.5 to 2 days; without
losses, a population during the spring bloom could increase at the same
rate. To resolve the temporal and spatial consequences of this resultant
rate process, a sampling frequency of at least 0.25 day -1 is required by
sampling theory (Blackman and Tukey, 1957).
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Figure 2-1. Simplified Space and Time Domains for Some Oceanic
Processes and Sampling
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If one sampled every 4 hours in a typical longshore upwelling flow regime
of 30 cm sec
-1 to resolve this process, at least 5 ships would be required
every 20 km2 for the necessary biomass measurements (Kelley, 1976). To
date, the closest realization of this sampling requirement was the Haden
Ground Experiment (FLEX), which involved sequential deployment of -20
ships for 100 days over a 10 km2 area. Extending such synoptic biomass
measurements beyond the ship domain could serve as one definition of what
is meant by remote sensing. Some biomass measurements previously made on a
ship, for example, can now be made by buoys, but a combination of buoys and
one ship, or even a fleet, cannot duplicate areal coverage by aircraft and
satellites. In many respects, however, these different platforms collect
mutually exclusive, but complementary data sets, all of which are required
to properly assess the fate of shelf production.
2.2 SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING
The Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) on the Nimbus-7 satellite i s the only
satellite sensor in orbit (Table 2-2) for the purpose of assessing marine
biomass (Hovis et al., 1980; Gordon et al., 1980). The CZCS was specifi-
cally designed to detect upwelling radiance in spectral bands selected for
the purpose of detecting var;, 4 . 4 ons in the concentrations of phytoplankton
pigments. The theoretical and experimental techniques for describing the
bio-optical state of ocean waters and its relationship to optical para-
meters that can be remotely sensed have been discussed by a number of
workers (Morel and Prieur, 1977; Smith and Baker, 1978a,b; Baker and Smith,
1981).
Simply stated, the CZCS radiance data can be utilized to estimate ocean
chlorophyll concentrations by detecting shifts in sea color, particularly
in oceanic waters. Clear open ocean waters have low chlorophyll concentra-
tions (0.01-1.0 ug chl C 1 ) and the solar radiation reflected from the
upper layers of these waters is blue; conversely, waters with high concen-
trations of chlorophyll (>1.0 u g chl a -1 ) are green (Morel and Smith,
1974). It has been demonstrated that this change in ocean color can
provide a quantitative estimate of chlorophyll concentration (Gordon and
Clark, 1980; Smith and Baker, 1981) for oceanic regions with an accuracy of
0.3 to 0.5 log C (where C is the chlorophyll concentration).
i
k
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Altimeter. A pencil beam microwave radar that measures the distance
etween the spacecraft and the earth. Measurements yield the topography
and roughness of the sea surface from which the surface current and average
wave height can be estimated.
Color Scanner. A radiometer that measures the intensity of radiation
emitted from the sea in visible and near -infrared bands in a broad swath
beneath the spacecraft. Measurements yield ocean color, from which
chlorophyll concentration and the location of sediment - laden waters an be
estimated.
Infrared Radiometer. A radiometer that measures the intensity of radia-
tion em tted rom the sea in the infrared band in a broad swath beneath the
spacecraft. Measurements yield estimates of sea-surface temperature.
Microwave Radiometer. A radiometer that measures the intensity of radia-
tion emitted from the sea in the microwave band in a broad swath beneath
the spacecraft. Measurements yield microwave brightness temperatures,
from which wind speed, water vapor, rain rate, sea - surface temperature,
and ice cover, can be estimated.
Scatterometar. A microwave radar that measures the roughness of the sea
surface a broad swath on either side of the spacecraft with a spatial
resolution of 50 kilometers. Measurements yield the amplitude of short
surface waves that are approximately in equilibrium with the local wind and
from which the surface wind velocity can be estimated.
Synthetic Aperture Radar. A microwave radar similar to the scatterometer
except that it electronically synthesizes the equivalent of an antenna
large enough to achieve a spatial resolution of 25 meters. Measurements
yield information on features (swell, internal waves, rain, current
boundaries, and so on) that modulate the amplitude of the short surface
waves; they also yield information on the position and character of sea ice
from which, with successive views, the veloci ty of ice flows can be
estimated.
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Processing of the CZCS data, as well as all of the rest of the Nimbus data,
proved to be far more of a problem than anticipated before launch. In
order to handle the large volume of data that would be collected by an
imaging sensor such as the CZCS with an operating time up to two hours per
day, and a return signal rate of 800,000 bits per second, a special pro-
cessing line was established at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
• using the latest in automatic data processing techniques. Unfortunately,
these techniques were not at a state that they could handle such a large
volume routinely, and only as a result of intense effort by the GSFC data
processing staff was a routine flow of data finally accomplished approxi-
mately two years after launch. This delay in data availability forced a
corresponding delay in analysis of the data comparison vw'th measurements
made shortly after the launch of the spacecraft. When data was finally
available for such analysis, however, comparisons with ship measurements
showed the correlation of derived and surface-measured pigment concentra-
tions and diffuse attentuation coefficients were q , iite good in open
oceans, with accuracy degrading in areas of high sediment suspension due to
the limited number of spectral bands available.
Although the validation of the CZCS-derived pigment concentration, C , is
still underway, the results up to this point in time are very encouraging.
(A complete description of "he CZCS algorithms is presented in Appendix B.)
the initial comparisons between CZCS imagery and surface pigments measured
continuously along ship tracks carried out by Gordon et al. (1980) and
Smith and Wilson (1981) suggested that C could be retrieved from the
imagery to within about a factor of two. Subsequently, Smith and Baker
(1982) and Gordon et al. (1982) have shown that accuracies of the order' of
+30 percent in	 C are possible for Morel's Case 1 waters (Morel and
Prieur, 1977; see also, Appendix B). An example of the Gordon et al.
(1982) comparison, between CZCS-derived (heavy line) and ship-measured
(light line) pigments is presented in Figure 2-2. The ship track is from
Georges Bank (left edge) to Delaware Bay (right edge) and the ship data
were taken within +12 hours of the satellite overpass on Orbit 3240.
Atmospheric correction was effected by applying the techniques described
in Appendix B to a Warm Core Gulf Stream Ring centered about 150 k,-o from
2-6
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the middle of the track. CZCS-derived values of the water-leaving radi-
ances were within 15 percent of thLse measured at the ship station (near
the center of the track) at the time of the satellite overpass.
An example of pigment retrieval on the shelf at somewhat higher cor,centra-
f	 tions is provided in Figure 2-3. 	 This track from the Gulf of Mexico is
identical to that presented in Gordon et al. ;1980), but was reprocessed
using the current algorithms.
	 It demonstrates that accuracies of +30
percent can be obtained with pigment concentrations as high as 5 u g Q
Further improvements in the pigment retrieval accuracy over this range
(`0-5 mg/m 3 ) are unlikely considering that the inherent error in the bio-
optical algorithms for Case 1 waters appears to be about +30 percent.
Emphasis in algorithm development is now being placed on retrieval tech-
niques for near-Case 2 waters. Preliminary retrievals in the Mississippi
Delta have been within a factor of +2 using the algorithms described above.
Considering their definition, one cannot foresee the existence of a
universal Case 2 bio-optical algorithm, since phytoplankton do not domi-
nate the optical properties of such waters.
	 Instead, site-specific
algorithms are to be expected. 	 This poses no problem for MAREX since
measurements from buoys are an integral part of the proposed program, and 	
r`
such measurements can be used to provide data to "update" the remotely
sensed pigment concentrations if necessary. Also the assumption used in
the atmospheric correction algorithm (see Appendix B) that the ocean is
black at 670 nanometers is not valid :i areas of high sediment suspension,
indicating that another spectral bard at longer wavelengths in the near
infrared should be added to a follow-on CZCS.
Furthermore, in areas of little river runoff, Smith and Baker (1981) have
presented a preliminary time ser i es of CZCS imagery, along with a quantita-
tive statistical analysis of each image, of the Southern California Bight,
which clearly provide a synoptic view of this complex upwelling region.
The sequence of qualitative images reveals significant temporal and spa- 	
t
tial variation and a richness of detail which is impossible to ootain from
r	 shipboard data alone. These chlorophyll maps of the California upwelling 	 1
^	 regime from the Nimbus-7 CZCS were further used to develop an algorithm for
estimating primary production from the satellite imagery (Smith, Eppley
2-8
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and Baker, 1981) to be eventually extended to chan ges of fish populations
(Smith and Eppley, 1982).	 Prediction of primary productivity from CZCS
chlorophyll data is now limited by the high standard error or estimates
associated with any attempt to link biomass to growth rates. Regression
analyses are inherently non-causal (Walsh, 1971) and the same amount of
productivity variance could be correlated with either changes in biomass
or with changes in light and temperature.
The results of the CZCS program to date have been sufficiently convincing;
however, a consideration is now underway for the flight of a newer genera-
tion instrument on the NOAA polar orbiting satellites it support of a large
number of users. This early work clearly indicates that concurrent ship,
buoy, airplane, and satellite data, with an appropriate sampling strategy,
must be utilizes' to provide a more accurate assessment of coastal primary
production on a regional basis. Once the algorithm for satellite sensing
of chlorophyll on the shelf is updated, an extensive simultaneous time
series of the world shelves can be obtained; during times of minimum
phytoplankton loss, the satellite sensed time rate of change of surface
chlorophyll can be used to estimate a lower bound of coastal primary
production. Additional information is required, however, on both the
depth distribution of phytoplankton and at time-space scales below the
Nyquist freouency of satellite observations, i.e., -2 to 10 days depending
on cloud cover and -2 km or twice the pixel length.
2.3 AIRCRAFT REM OTE SENSING
Restricted by cost and flight time to local areas, remote sensing by
aircraft nevertheless fills a critical gap in the space-time sampling
domain (Figure 2-1) between conventional measurements made from ships and
those currently within the capability of satellite sensors. Parameters
(Table 2-3) can be measured from aircraft platforms, such as salinity and
chlorophyll fluorescence, that are at least a decade away from being tech-
nologically feasible from space. 	 The two sensors that are particularly
unique to aircraft platforms are laser (lidar) fluorosensors and microwave
^^^^,, r,6-s t...r . .
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Table 2-3. Aircraft Remote Sensors Used in Marine Productivity Experiments
Name Type of	 ensor Characteristics Measurements
AOL Laser	 (Lidar) Uses single-wavelength Fluoroscence of
Fluorosensor laser to induce fluores- chlorophyll	 a
cence;	 measures emission and other pignents;
in 40 channels;
	
has ver- light attenuation:
tical	 profiling capability phytoplankton color
group diversity
L-Band Microwave Measures passive micro- Salinity	 (requires
Radiometer wave radiation from water independent measure-
surface
	
in single channel ment of surface
temp.)
PRT-5 Infrared Measures passive thermal Surface tempera-
Radiometer radiation from water sur- ture
face	 in single channel;
commercially available
MOCS Multispectral Measures backscattered Chlorophyll	 a in real
Scanner sunlight
	 in visible and time:
	 suspended and
near infrared spectral dissolved matter
range;
	
has 20 bands, that affects
15 nm wide color
OCS Multispectral Has
	
10 bands
	
in	 visible Two-dimensional
Scanner and near infrared spec- high-altitude
tral	 range;
	
forerunner imagery;	 maps
of CZCS instrument on of chloroph y ll	 a
NIMBUS	 ? satellite; and suspended
flown on NASA Lear Jet sediments
IOS Multichannel Measures upwelling radi- Chlorophyll	 a by natural
Spectrometer ante spectra in 256 than- (sun-stimulated)	 fluore-
nels	 in the	 visible and cence and broad band
near infrared range color effects;	 suspended
sediments.
2-11
radiometers. Moreover, the resolution and spatial scales of these air-
borne sensors can provide ground truth and calibrarlon data for the satel-
lite sensors over wide areas, thus potentially extending the utility of the
present generation of satellite instrumentation.
Laser fluorosensors are in a class known as "active" remote sensors because
they provide their owr sou,-ce of energy. Laser pulses are fired into the
water column from low flying aircraft and the induced emission spectrum is
sensed in narrow spectral bands. The returning laser light varies as a
function of backscatter from particulate matter within the ocean and as a
function of absorption.	 Red shifted Raman backscatter from the water
•	 molecule itself is proportional to the number of water molecules accessed,
or equivalently, to the penetration depth of the laser beam into the water.
The Raman backscatter provides a direct measure of water clarity or tur-
bidity. Further, the strength of the Raman signal can be used to correct
fluorescent signals received from photopigments for spatial variations in
optical transmission properties of water (Bristow et al., 1979; Hoge and
Swift, 1981), thus eliminating the need for extensive surface truthing of
water transmissivity. As with shipboard or moored fluorometers, the cor-
rected chlorophyll a fluorescence signal centered at 685 nm is used to
guage chlorophyll a concentration.
A measure of the relative abundance of different pigment classes or color
groups
	
of	 phytoplankton,	 such	 as	 the	 golden-brown	 species	 (diatoms	 and
ainoflagellates),
	
can	 also be made	 by using	 laser	 light of different 	 fre-
quencies to excite the photopigments (Figure 2-4).	 Through "time gating,"
the
	
entire
	
return	 emission	 spectra	 can	 be	 samp,-d	 separately	 in	 layers.
Alternatively, a single band can be temporally measured providing detailed
vertical distribution of a particular constituent. 	 Unfortunately, chloro-
phyll a, the most useful photopigment in est iic;ating phytoplankton dynamics,
fluoresces at 685 nm in the red spectral region where the transmissivity in
water is comparatively low. 	 Therefore, the depth measurement of the 685 nm
chlorophyll	 a	 fluorescence	 signal	 itself	 is	 especially	 limited	 to	 upper
surface	 layer observations.	 Differential	 absorption of two or more	 laser
M wavelengths,
	
however,	 has
	
a	 good	 potential	 for	 allo^,J ng	 chlorophyll	 a
.',• measurements at depth throughout the optical 	 layer of the ocean.	 Recently
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reported temporal measurements of laser bac^scattered signals in connec-
tion with airborne hydrographic experiments (O'Neil, 1981; Hoge and Swift,
r	
1980) have shown a reasonable capability of making these measurements with
present state-of-the-art instrumentation and technology.
The microwave radiometers, class i fied as "passive" remote sensors, measure
the natural microwave emission of the water surface. The emissivity of the
water is a function of water temperature and conductivity, and hence,
salinity. This technique has been developed to provide a remote measure-
ment of water surface temperature and salinity with relative precisions on
the order of 0.5 0C and 0.5 part per thousand (,apt), respectively (Blume
et al., 1981; Kendall and Blanton, 1981).
2.4 FLUOROMETER IN SITU SENSING
Over short time periods, spatial resolution of surface phytoplankton popu-
lations in local areas can now be reasonably well resolved by laser mapping
of chlorophyll fluorescence in the path of an aircraft (Campbell and
Thomas, 1981). The temporal resolution of this technique is poor, however.
It lacks the ability to make routine biological measurements with depth, at
time scales similar to physical variables currently measured with moored
arrays of current, temperature, and conductivity sensors. As the first
step towards a biological analog to a current meter (Carder, 1981), in situ
fluorescence has been measured for a 2- to 3-week periods with Turner
Designs model 10-005RU fluorometers, equipped with a high-pressu re cuvette
and housed in water-tight aluminum cases (Whitledge and Wirick, 1982).
These fluorometers were suspended within electromagnetic current meter
arrays (Figure 2-5) on the shallow (30 m) shelf off Long Island, New
York, during August 1977, September-October 1977, and April-May 1979.
Water samples were continuously pumped through each fluorometer at
approximately 0.6	 min -1 , the fluorescence data were averaged for 20-
minute periods, and telemetered in real-time ashore. Power to operate
the fluorometers and reduce the output data was derived from the same
large battery package and in Situ data processor-telemetry system
1
	
	
developed for the current meter arrays (Scott and Csanady 1976; Walsh et
al., 1978; Beardsley et al., 1981).
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Chlorophyll concentrations were calculated from these time series (Figure
2-6), using shipboard calibration samples, collected with both sample
bottles and pumps at each fluorometer depth. At the event time scale
within these studies, chlorophyll biomass increased in response to wind-
y	 driven upwelling off the Long Island coast. 	 With a seasonal change in
stratification and prolonged nutrient addition by vertical mixing, Biel
variations of chlorophyll (Owens et al., 1980), shifted from a pattern
dominated by tidal transport to one reflecting biological processes of
nutrient uptake and grazing. This early work suggests that both resolution
of the event scale ( 2 to 10 days) and the Nyquist sampling frequency
required to resolve phytoplankton cell division can, in fact, be achieved
with this approach.
The initial fluorometer arrays have been redesigned as self-contained
units for taut-wire moorings to operate on the deeper shelf and in the
waters of the upper continental slope. The large battery pack has been
replaced with flash light batteries and the fluormeters now sample in a
burst-mode to conserve power. The time-averaged fluorescence data is
stored with an internal recording cassette logger for post retrieval
analysis rather than line-of-sight telemetry ashore as in the past. With
these new instruments, data collection could be continued for about 1 to 3
months unattended and may be extended for as much as one year with periodic
battery and cassette changes.
Such an in situ fluorometry approach in either a moored or drifting mode,
provides the necessary time-series records for comparison of long-term
trends in the CZCS data set and for analysis of event responses within the
shorter periods taken during combined aircraft-ship studies of areal dis-
tribution and rate processes. By incorporating all of these recent
advances within a suitable MAREX sampling strategy (utilizing ships,
buoys, aircraft, and satellites), it is now possible to significantly
'ower the variances in both estimates of phytoplankton abundance and popu-
lation growth rates in the coastal zone. With the appropriate data sets,
the future fluxes of carbon and/or nitrogen in the coastal and open ocean
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regions can then be addressed in the context of changes in coastal eutro-
	 l
phication, storage pools of CO 2 , and fishery yields at daily and decadal
time scales.
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SECTION 3. MAREX PROJECT PLAN OBJECTIVES
	
. 'I
The objectives of the proposed MAREX project all center around processes
controlling carbon and nitrogen fluxes ir, the sea, with particular
emphasis on shelf transfer and recycling processes. Within this context
questions can be grouped into three major areas of research:
a. C/N waste disposal, which constitutes the necessary understand-
ing for eventual applications of weather modification.
b. Fisheries regulation.
c. Specification of the assimilatory capacity of the sea.
3.1 C/N AND CLIMATE
Uptake of CO.. during marire primary production (Table 1-1) is 10- to
20-fold that of the fossil fuel CO 2 released from anthropogenic sources
each year, but not retained in the atmosphere ( 2.5 x 10 9
 tons C yr 1).
Two major unknown questions exist:
a. What areal and temporal changes of shelf production have
i	 occured over the	 last	 100 years	 since the	 industrial	 1
8
revolution?
b. How much of the "missing" carbon of global CO 2 budgets is
stored in ungrazed, slowly decomposing phytodetritus (Table 1-
2)?
As a result of agricultural fertilizers, urban sewage, and deforesta-
tion, for example, the nutrient content of major rivers (e.g.,
Mississippi, Rhine, and Yantsze) is now 10-fold that of both the pre-
industrial riverine condition and the presumably unmodified nutrient con-
tent found in slope waters.	 I
In	 the	 form	 of	 fixed	 phytoplankton	 nitrogen,	 the	 ultimate	 fate	 of
r^
R increasing	 loadings	 of	 anthropogenic dissolved	 nitrogen must	 be	 explored
with	 an	 adequate	 time	 series	 of both satellite	 color	 sensors	 and moored
fluorometers.	 Past	 measurement	 of nitrogen	 production,	 remineraliza-
3-1
tion, and exchange along food webs off Peru, the Mid-Atlantic Bight, in
the Bering Sea, and within the Gulf of Mexico, suggest that large
fractions of the organic matter produced on continental shelves must be
exported to continental slopes (Walsh et al., 1981). The annual loss of
organic matter from continental shelf ecosystems is far greater than in
the open ocean (Table 1-2). If part of the loss of nearshore primary
production has increased in those coastal zones where anthropogenic
inorganic nutrient supplies have been consistently increasing since the
industrial revolution, then burial and diagenesis of this material in
slope depocenters, similar to the fate of particulate nitrogen in Lake
Erie, could represent the missing BMTs of carbon in global CO 2
 budgets.
As a result of colonial deforestation by 1850, subsequent farming, and
present urban wastes, Lake Erie received an input of 1.6 x 10 5
 tons N yr
-1 during 1966-67, of which a range of 5 to 50 percent was then thought
to be of non-agricultural origin (V ,)llenweider, 1968; Sly, 1976).
Between 1930 and 1970, moreover, the nitrogen content of western Lake
Erie had increased by an order of magnii ljde to a winter-spring maximum
of 30 to 60 1,g-at NC I
 (Burns, 1976), similar to the nitrogen content of
the Mississippi River in 1970 (Walsh et al., 1981). By this time,
phytoplankton numbers had increased 20-fold in ta le western basin (Leach
and Nepszy, 1976) and the mee.n annual primary production of Lake Erie
was 250 ug C m-2 yr -1 , over two- to four-fold that of the more
oligotrophic Lakes Huron and Superior (Vollenweider et al., 1974), and
similar to that of most continental shelves (Walsh, 1982).
The entire Lake Erie food web, from phytoplankton to fish species
(Regier and Hartman, 1973), had changed as a result of this nut,-ient
transient, yet as much as 1/3 of the annual carbon production was uncLn-
sumed and accumulating on the bottom of the lake in 1970-71 (Kemp et
al., 1976). Estimates of sedimentation rate within Lake Erie at that
time rangers as high as 1.50 cm yr
-1
 (Kemp et al., 1976), compared to a
mean Holocene rate if 0.17 cm yr -1
 (Sly and Lewis, 1912). Nitrogen
loading to the sediments increased seven-fold between 1850 and 1970
(Kemp et al., 1974); between 1930 and 1970 the organic carbon and
nitrogen content of the sediments doubled.
	 Within the last decade, the
amount of organic matter on the lake bottom may, in fact, have doubled
l
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again (Fisher and Matisoff, 1982) as a result of additional nutrient
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ti	 r	 loading.
Similarly, between 1850 and 1950, the nitrogen content of the Rhine
River had only increased perhaps two-fold to 100 ug-at NA 1 , with a
second doubling by 1970. Over just the 'ast decade, it has doubled
again to `400 jig-at NZ -1 (Van Bennekon and Salomons, 1981), for example,
while that of the Seine (Y. Monbet, personal communication) also
increased four-fold to -400 ji g-at NZ -1 from 1965 to 1975.	 The mean
winter nitrate content of the North Sea sh , if in the 1960s was also at
least two- to four-fold higher off the ThAmes estuary, the Wash and the
Rhine estuary than at the edge of the steel* (Johnston, 1973); the winter
phosphate content off the Dutch coast has since doubled from 1961 to
1978 (Van Bennekom and Salomons, 1981i.
	
Indeed, as much as 350 ,g-at
NO 3C	 '10-fold the concentration o^ fv0 3 in deep slope water, is now
found both in the Scheldt estua r •^ and 10 km off the Belgian coast
(Mommaerts et al., 1979). The an ja - production of the nearshore zone
of the Waddensea has apparently increased from 80 tc 240 g C m -2 yr-1
over 20 years (Postma, 1978' as a result of these nutrienL inputs.
With respect to global impact of the changing nutrient input from these
two boundaries of the shelf (lard, shelf-break) and subsequent carbon
f'xation, the MAREX program would thus address the following questions:
a. What is the relationship between estuarine outwelling and
shelfbreak upwelling on the developmert, distribution and
magnitude of the spring bloom of phytoplankton, both off an
individual estuary and along an entire coastline?
b. Now fir seaward and over what area does estuarine influence and
contained pollutants extend?
	 Are phytoplankton transported
ungraZed across an entire shelf to the slope boundary?
c. Can the land source of nutrients be distinguished from one
estuary to the next with regard to degree of eutrophication of
the estuary and consequent impacts on fishery resources in the
estuary and on/over the adjacent shelf? (For example, as a
result of flow and estuarine area, the Hudson estuary should
3-3
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export more disclved nitrogen and less chlorophyll than the
Chesapeake.)
d. What is the relative 4nfluence of shelf edge (upwelling) and
other western boundary current intrusions (arm cure eddies) on
phytoplankton abundance, distribution, and metabolic activity;
i.e., can the productivity of poorly sampled shelves be esti-
mated from CZCS data and presumably known analogs of eastern
and western boundary habitats?
e. What is the evolution of a catastrophic event, such as the 1976
Ceratium tri os bloom in the Mid-Atlantic Bight? What is its
origin, over what areas does it occur, and what are its impacts
on the living marine resources? Would satellite temperature
data have been useful in predicting the onset of the bloom?
f. Are annual cycles of phytopla,ikton composition, distribution,
abundance, and production generally repeated from year to year
over a shelf area, e.g., from Cape Hatteras to Nova Scotia,
within the southeast Bering Sea, or off Peru? Are changing
patterns from one year to the next, e.g., the North Sea, repre-
sentative of all se4s? Has coastal production and organic car-
bon deposition increased over the last 10 years?
g. What is the behavior of fish (avoidance or attraction) with
respect to natural and eutrophic features? How much of the
primary production is passed up the food web in a local area?
Can chlorop hyll accumulation at shelf fronts, e.g., the Irish
and Bering Seas, be detected within CZCS overflights on a
routine basis?
h. How much of the primary production is composed of algal
species, poorly used by higher trophic levels, e.g.,
Phaeocystis blooms? What is the effect oI( seasonal changes in
cell size on chlorophyll retention, time ,i :lthin the surface	 I
I
layer?
-r
	 i. How
	 can	 the
	 distribution	 of	 hydrographic	 and	 nutrient
properties be related to phytoplankton abundance, distribution,
3-4
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and type as indicated by winds, ice, and temperature data also
derived from concurrent satellite observations?
3.2 FOOD WEBS AND FISHERIES
In recent years a number of statutory mandates concerning fisheries in
the U.S. have been legislated for which ocean color information from the
CZCS can play an important role. For example, (Public Law 94-265) the
Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 charges the Secretary of
Commerce with the management of fishery resources within the contiguous
fishery conservation zone bey and the territorial sea and within 200
nautical miles of shore. To effectively discharge management responsi-
bilities under the Act, the Secretary must also conduct "a comprehensive
program of fishery research," which must include reliable information on
the status of living marine resources and their environment. In
addition, the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-522)
involves improving understanding of the ecology of marine mammals, for
which the importance of chlorophyll fronts has only recently been
establshed.
The National Ocean Pollution Research, Development, and Monitoring
Planning Act of 1978 (Pubic Law 95-273) has generated monitoring
requirements for many marine environmental indices. Many of these
indices are amenable to observation by ocean color change for investiga-
tion of fishery/pollution interactions and impact studies. There are
also a number of existing and potential international fisheries agree-
ments and commissions involving the U.S. which require that the U.S.
provide reliable information of fishery resources and their environment.
Selected examples of these are the International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission, Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, International
Whaling Commission, and International Council for Exploration of the
Seas (ICES).
In addition, the U.S. is a leading participant in many international
fisheries research programs. For example, the international Scientific
Committee on Ocean Research (SCOR) Working Group-67 is proposing an
international program on Ocean Science Related to Living Resources which
is intended to study similar fishery complexes over a multi-year period
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in areas as diverse as California, South Africa, Japan, New Zealand,
Spain, Peru, and Argentina. The regions have fish specie complexes con-
taining anchovy, sardine, mackerel, and hake, all contributing important
fisheries which undergo unusual and drastic population crashes and
expansions which have great economic effects. Fishery scientists need
to understand the mechanisms involved in these changes, which are
believed to be due to a combination of physical and biological environ-
mental effects on fish survival.
CZCS data can play an important role in fishery research and fishery
management by providing ocean color , measurements for use in evaluating
environmental effects on the distribution, abundance, and availabiity of
fishes for use in the assessment of the status of fish populations. The
greatest immediate success in the application of CZCS-type measurPm-_;-,Ls
to marine biology is in those cases where there is c :fficient under-
standing of the biology and oceanic phenomena to identify key ocean-
ographic processes (such as ocean fronts and upwelling) that sub-
stantially influence the well being, behavior, abundance, and distribu-
tion o1c
 biota. Ocean color data can also play a significant role in the
resolution of subtle scientifically complex problems in marine
ecosystems such as the long-term impact of pollution on resource popula-
tions. CZCS data are also utilized in fishery aid products for use by
commercial and recreational fishermen and other users in the fishing
community.
MAREX investigations for which CZCS measurements may provide ess,ntial
oceanographic data are:
a. The determination of year class strength and recruitment, where
information is required on marine habitat characteristics,
e.g., the distribution of phytoplankton and other prey items
critical in the survival of early life stages of fishes.
b. Migration studies of highly mobile species (such as tuna,
billfish, and marine mammals) where migration patterns are
linked to ocean features, such as color boundaries which may be
monitored over vast areas remotely from space by the CZCS.
3-6
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c. Fishery forecasting efforts which utiize ocean color distribu-
	
tion to predict stock availability and fish stock assessment 	 l
studies where models incorporate oceanographic/environmental
conditions.
d. Fishery/pollution interaction and impact investigations where
color imagery shows waste disposal sites and estuarine
calf lows.
e. Energy budqet/ecosystem modelling approaches for estimating
potential fish stock production in upwelling vs. outwelling
systems where ocean color is correlated with ship primary pro-
duction measurements.
f. Fishery-related habitat management where quantitative environ-
mental information is required, e.g., changes in wetland use as
detected and quantified by color imagery.
g. Marine mammal ecosystem studies, involving food web analyses as
traced by color measurements of habitats.
h. Temporal and spatial monitoring of areas of economic interest
between cruises for following catastrophic events (e.g.,
exceptional cold or exceptional water runoff) where the
response in phytoolankton can be seen by satellite color
imagery.
i. Studies where ocean color data are received in quasi real time
by scientists at sea for use in planning research operations
and by extrapolating in time and space the point source
measurements made aboard ship, i.e., a combination of the other
MAREX platforms in a field study.
3.3 WASTE DISPOSAL
Whether looking at long-term variability, short-term meteorological, or
man-induced events, it is essential in terms of the MAREX objectives, to
be able to identify principal water mass and frontal systems where bio-
logical populations interact in the sea. 	 Characteristics such as
0
,M
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temperature, salinity, sediment, and chlorophyll concentrations assist 	 1
in distinguishing one water mass from another. They are easily observed	 i
using satellite, moored, and airborne sensors, making it possible to
monitor climatic change or seasonal development of the distribution and
magnitudes of spring blooms of phytoplankton. 	 Surface fronts concen-
trate both phytoplankton and pollutants (including those materials from
oil spills and waste dumping--two currently controversial issues
requiring documentation as to their concentration, dispersion, and
impact on aesthetics, production, and value of resources).
Within a water mass, day-by-day assessments of the Lagrandigan
properties of the shelf or open sea are necessary for understanding the
transport of organisms, pollutants, or their interactions between
polluted water masses and nunpolluted water masses. 	 For instance, in
the case of dumping at the 106-mile Deep Water dumpsite, it would be
	 J
desirable to follow the movement of the materials as they are mixed
within the original water mass dumped material, sludge, acids, or
spoils.	 Knowledge of frontal and eddy positions is also essential for
determining the position of future dump sites. Access to high-
resolution imagery will enatle real-time inspection of the dynamic
environment, biological character, and certain physical properties of a
dumpsite. It will also aid dumpers (1) to target quadrants that, at the
time, are not occupied by water having significant biological activity
and (2) to avoid water masses such as warm core rings and other entrain-
ment features, should that be desirable.
	
Furthermore, use of the MAREX
products will permit environmental managers to maintain a real time
assessment of catastrophic events in which materials, detectable at the
surface, can be tracked over large geographic areas through time.
Immediate use of such information will make it possible to provide
advice in regard to the effects of spills, determine directions that
contaminated waters are moving in, and clean up spilled materials.
^P
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SECTION 4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
4.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES
lb
Recent oceanographic studies have utilized part of the proposed MAREX
sensor ar r ay to address limited aspects of local marine productivity on
the east coast of the United States. For example, Superflux, a joint
NASA-NOAA study, was a prototype experiment at the mouth of the Chesa-
peake Bay to demonstrate the use of remote aircraft sensing in studying
the effects of estuarine outwelling on shelf ecosystems (Figure 2-2).
1 . This project consisted of three interactive aircraft-ship deployments
conducted during 1980 to study the Chesapeake Bay plume's seasonal
interaction with the adjacent continental shelf region (Campbell and
Thomas, 1981). A second nearshore experiment, conducted on Nantucket
Shoals in May 1981, used the same set of remote sensors (Lidar and miro-
wave radiometer) to investigate the coupling of biological and physical
processes in a topographically controlled upwelling system. The air-
craft, interfacing with ships, provided near real-time data to enable
NASA-, NOAA-, and DOE-supporter; investigators to update sampling plans
for the shipboard measu, ements of biological rate processes (primary
production, grazing, etc.).
	
A series of current meter moorings were
deployed in both experiments to measure the advective and diffusive
fluxes.	 The synopticity provided by the aircraft sensor_;, both of
	 I
physical and biological properties, together with measurenwnts of
vertical properties, chemistry, and biological rates using conventional
shipboard technique over the appropriate time scales, will permit a more
complete araly0 s of the dynamics of both the Chesapeake Bay and
Nantucket Shoals local system.
Off the U.S. west coast, fishery programs which now depend mainly on the
Coastal Zone Color Scanner i nvolve monitoring of the distribution of the
pelagic fish spawn and correlating the spawn with temperature and color
imagery of an 85,000 square mile region of the California Current. This
research allows delineation of preferred habitats for anchovy spawning,
survival, and recruitment. Color imagery shows areas of high
productivity and convergence, and allows water type identification both
4-1
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synoptically and over the entire spawning ground. Water clarity
measured by the CZCS in conjunction w'*.h acoustic tracking investigation
of albacore has also allowed fishery scientists to demonstrate causal
mechanisms involved in the aggregations of albacore tuna associated with
ocean fronts and boundaries.	 In an application mode, location of ocean
color boundaries detected by the CZCS contributes a useful guide to
fisherman. this information is now being distributed by NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in cooperation with the National Marine
Fisheries Service and National Weather Service.
Farther offshore, an NSF-funded study of warm core eddies, shed from the
•
	
	
Gulf Stream, is now using CZCS color imagery to monitor, before, during
and after cruises, the positions, trajectories, and chlorophyll content
of low-chlorophyll boluses within slope water. Another study of mid-
Atlantic slope/shelf interactions, Shelf Edge Exchange Processes (SEEP)
funded by DOE, involves the use of meters, thermistor chains, sediment
traps, and in situ moored fluorometers to study the seasonal import of
shelf organic carbon to the bottom of the continental slope. The MAREX
experimental design will be the first, however, to use a combination of
shipboard rate measurements and moored fluorometer-aircraft time series
to interpret the CZCS imagery aS a data set of dynamic biological
variables from each major continental shelf rather than as a corrobora-
tive snapshot of the physical properties of a local water mass.
4.2 MAREX SHELF STUDIES
As	 a	 function of	 latitudinal	 changes	 in	 wind	 forcing,	 and	 geographic
i
differences
	
in shelf width,	 bottom topographv,	 and human	 population	 cen-
ters,	 both	 the antnropogenic	 and	 natural	 nutrient	 inputs,	 as well	 as the
annual	 primary production,	 of	 U.S.	 shelves
	
exhibit
	 a	 wide	 range	 (Tabie
4-1).	 Within North	 America,	 the	 nitrate	 content	 of	 the	 Mississippi
River	 has	 at least	 doubled	 to	 - 150	 jig-	 at	 NO 3 R -1	during	 spring	 floods
over	 the	 past 10	 years,	 while	 mean	 concentrations	 have	 increased	 from
-40 ug-at Nz-1 in	 1905	 (Gunther,	 1967),	 in	 1935	 (Riley,	 1973),	 and	 in lI
r 1965	 to	 + 80 jig-at	 NZ -1	in	 1980	 (Walsh	 et	 al.,	 1981).	 Data	 for	 other !
eastern	 U.S,	 rivers	 which	 drain	 heavily	 populated	 areas,	 such	 as	 the
Ohio
	
(Wolman, 1971),	 Potomac
	
and	 Susquehanna	 (Carpenter	 et	 al.,	 1969),
_y
Delaware	 (Kiry,	 1974),	 and	 Hudson	 (Deck,	 1981),	 suggest	 that	 their
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nitrogen content (<70ug-at NO 3 ^-1 ) has also increased over the past 25
t	 to 50 years from sewer inputs, agricultural fertilizers, and nitrate
release to groundwater after deforestation (Likens et al. 1978).
	 The
White's Point Sewage outfall off Los Angeles, for example, has a daily
discharge to the Southern California Bight, which is	 1 percent of the
flow of the Rhine and contains 2500 u g-at NH 3 9 -1 .	 Other U.S. rivers
which drain areas of low populations in the south and west (e.g., the
• Columbia (Park et al., 1972), the Yukon (W. Reeburgh, personal communi-
cation), and the MacKenzie (Van Dennekom and Salomons, 1981) rivers)
contained 10-fold less inorganic nitrogen ('7-10 ug-at N Q 1 ) before 1970
than the rivers discussed in previous sentences.
	
However, the nitrate
•	 content of at least the southern region rivers, e.g., the Altamaha
(Walsh et. al., 1981) and Pamlico (Hobbie et al., 1975), is
	 now >30
ug-at NO3 ^ 1 . Primary production within the Altamaha River plume is as
high as 550 g C m -2 yr 1 e.g., more than Georges Bank (Table 4-1), while
those of the Mississippi (Thomas and Simmons, 1960; Fucik, 1974) and Hudson
(Malone and Chervin, 1979) river plumes (250-350 g C m -2 yr I ) are more
than the Bering Sea.
To specify the areal extent and fate of production from anthropogenic
and natural sources of nutrients, the MAREX program proposes to assess
the increase in phytoplankton biomass per unit area over a specific in-
crement of time as one measure of primary productivity, i.e., the rate
of change of biomass on these shelves (Table 4-1). This approach
assumes that there is no competing process, such as the removal of newly
produced phytoplankton biomass by herbivore grazing or the dispersal of
a unit or patch of phytoplankton by advective currents.	 In most parts
of the ocean this assumption is rarely met, with perhaps the shelf
spririg hloom as an exception; hence, additional experimental and
modeling techniques will also be used within MAREX to determine and
predict regional primary production.
The experimental approach, of course, entails subsampling a parcel of
water from a ship (and, hence, include the errors associated with
plankton patchiness previously discussed) and incubating the water
Nsample with 14C to determ i ne instantaneous rates of photosynthesis per
c.	 unit phytoplankton biomass. 	 These rates are then extrapolated to give
"I
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daily rates of primary production. As discussed, the accuracy of the
14 C method for meas.rring primary productivity in nutrient-poor, open-
ocean regions recently has been questioned; research on assessing error
for these regions is current ly ongoing. In coastal waters, the 14r
method is representative of thc- actual rate of carbon fixation. Due to
the great spatial and temrural variability, however, larqe errors in
primary production estimates exist in these waters where undersampling
in a heterogeneous environment exi< <.	 This situation will be resolved
with the MAREX biomass data set.
A seLUIld historical approach for det.-rmining primary productivity has
been through mathematical models, ranging from single process models of
photosynthesis	 through ecosystem simulation with complex coupled
biological-physical numerical modes. These models all share a common
parameterization of primary production as some function of an initial
concentration of phytoplankton biomass. Early models of primary produc-
tion over Georges Bank, an important commercial fishing ground, included
the concept of regulation of photosynthesis by light and nutrients;
these models were limited by the state-of-the-art view of photosynthetic
regulation (Riley, 1946).
The utility of the mere sophisticated recent models in predicting
regional primary Droductiivity is still largely hindered by the current
meager knowledge of the coupling of physical dynamics with biological
processes on the appropriate time and space scales.
	 MAREX proposes to
measure the temporal change of biomass and productivity at 1 km inter-
vals over at least two years, as frequently_-; possible on those con-
tinental shelves within the Mid-Atlantic Bight, the Georgia Bight, the
Gulf of Mexico, the California Current, and the Bering Sea (Table 4-
2). With this comparative information, the fate of nitrogen and carbon
on U.S. and perhaps world shelves can be specified, with respect to the
MAREX objectives involving CO2 sinks, fish yields, waste disposal, and
anthropogenic nutrient stimulation.
4.3 RELIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS
Recent advances in the basic understanding of photosynthesis and she
modulating	 role	 of	 environmental	 parameters
	
on	 phytoplankton
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phhotosynthe + ic rates, now make feasible the extrapolation of rates of
primary production, w• th cotifi -nce limits, from shelf phytoplankton
biomass. The most commonly used measure in oceanography of
phytoplankton biomass is chlorophyll a concentration. The photosynthetic
process, the basis of primary production can be specified by
n(CO 2 ) + 2n(H20)	 _____light__-_
	
n (CH 20)+ n(02 ) + n(H20)Chlorophyll a
where CO2
 is carbon dioxide, H 2 O is water, (CH 2 0) represents a primary
unit of photosynthetically fixed organic carbon, and 02 is molecular
oxygen. Photosynthesis is comprised of two basic components: a photo-
chemical (or so-called light) reaction in which light energy is trapped
by chlorophyll and converted into biochemical reducing potential; and an
enzymatic (or so-called dark) reaction in which the biochemical reducing
potential is used to synthesize organic carbon.
The process of photosynthesis is characterized by a three parameter
functional response L'o light intensity (Figure 4-1) where a describes
the light-limited photochemical portion of the reaction, P m describes
the light-saturation or enzyme rate-lim'.ted portion, and B describes a
photo-inhibition effect experience.i at very high light intensities.
r
photosynthesis
	
I	 m	 d
per unit	 a
chlorophyll a
^	 I
light intensity
Figure 4-1. Functional Response of Photosynthesis to Light Intensity
Recently, theoretical upper limits have been determined for the two major
components of photosynthesis: a	 and Pm .	 Both parameters can be	 j
specified as functions of chlorophyll a with a as carbon fixed per
chlorophyll z per unit light intensity per time, and Pm as a maximal
rate of carbon fixed per chlorophyll per time.	 Based on the well-
specified maxima quantum yield (amounts of energy fixed in carbon bonds
per quantum of li ght energy absorbed by chlorophyll), the theoretical
4-?
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upper limit for a is 0.115 g carboo [g chlorophyll] -1 I h -1 [ uE m-2 s -1 ]-1
l
(Platt and Jassby, 1976).	 A theoretical upper limit for Pm of 24 g
carbon g chlorophyll -1 h -1 has been calculated based on the turnover
rates of photosynthetic snits (Falkowske, 1982). A large suite of both
laboratory and field data for phytoplanktor. and higher plants document
empirical confirmation of these values as upper limits (cf., Malone and
J
Neale, 1981).
These theoretical maxima are important for remotely sensed determina-
tions of marine primary productivity because they place an upper bound
on primary production calculations based on color scanner chlorophyll
concentrations. Specific environmental conditions including
temperature, nutrients, light intensity, and light history set the
'	 actual lower values for computing instantaneous primary productivity
rates from biomass.
	 Results of research over the last several years on
i
phytoplankton physiology have advanced our understanding of the effects
of temperature, nutrients, and both present light intensity and recent
light history on photosynthesis. These results provide mechanisms for
assigning realistic values within the t'ieoretical maximal rates for pri-
mary productivity per unit of chlorophyll biomass sensed by buoys, air-
craft, and satellites.
With the availability of other remotely sensed environmental data, e.g.,
ocean temperature, incident light intensity arriving at the sea surface,
wind stress (Tables 2-2 and 2-3), the precision for resolving instan-
taneous rates cf primary productivity can be further enhanced.
Biological, enzyme-mediated reactions exhibit a temperature dependency
which is often expressed by the Arrhenius equation for temperature regu-
lation of a chemical rate reaction
In k = -E (RT) -1 + C
where k is a rate constant in units of t -1 , t is time, E is a tempera-
ture characteristic (calories mole) 1 , R is the universal gas constant
(calories °K -1 mole) 1 , T is absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin), and
 C is a constant. The maximal photosynthetic rate, Pm , is enzymatically
determined, and hence, is affected by temperature; this rnnt.rasts with
{	 4-8
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the light-limited reaction, which is temperature independent. 	 Figure 4-
4	 2 shows an Arrhenius plot for temperature dependence of Pm ; the dramatic
: decrease in photosynthesis at extremely high temperatures depicts high-
temperature inactivation of enzyme activity. The genetic composition of
the phytoplankton assemblage in a subregion of the ocean will affect the
specification of a particular environmental effect, but the general
functional form and direction (sign) of an environmental effect is
universal.	 Information on temperature will thus provide empirical
limits for primary productivity. Simultaneous remote sensing of ocean
teioperature will obviously increase the accuracy and precision of
remotely sensed primary productivity estimates.
Nutrient
	 availability,
	 speci f ically	 of	 nitrogen,	 modulates
	
primary
production	 in	 two	 ways:	 a	 lack	 of	 nitrogen	 causes	 a	 decrease
	
in
chlorophyll	 concentration	 per	 cell	 and,	 hence,	 decreases	 the	 potential
of	 a	 phytoplankton	 assemblage	 to	 increase	 in	 biomass;	 nitrogen	 limita-
tion	 also causes
	 a decrease	 in	 the efficiency of both	 a and Pm
	for	 the
persisting	 chlorophyll.	 In	 some
	 U.S.	 coastal	 areas	 dominated	 by
upweiling	 events	 (Table
	 4-1)	 and	 in	 open	 ocean	 regimes
	
with	 strongly
divergent	 circulation,	 surface	 temperature
	 is	 highly	 correlated	 with
nutrient	 concentration.	 Figure 4-3
	 shows
	 a relationship between
	 surface
temperature
	 and	 nitrate	 in	 ;Oo	longitudinal	 bands
	
along	 the west	 coast
r
of	 North	 and	 South	 Amer°ca.
	 For	 these	 regions
	
the
	 empirical	 relation-
ship	 between	 low	 surface	 temperature	 and	 high	 nutrient	 provide	 limits
for	 specifying	 the magnitude of	 the nutrient	 modulation of primary pro-
ductivity.	 In	 other	 regions	 of	 coastal	 outwelling,	 shipboard	 infor-
mation	 on	 nutrient	 inputs
	
will	 still	 be	 required	 in	 conjunction
	 with
salinity	 information
	 from	 aircraft	 over flights;
	 within	 the next
	 decade
it	 may	 be	 feasible
	 to	 measure
	
nutrients
	
from	 mr)red	 sensors
	 as	 well,
e.g-,	 with	 specific
	 ion electrodes,	 lasers,	 or wet chemistries.
i
Vertical	 mixing	 in	 the	 upper	 ocean	 affects
	
the
	 distribution
	 of
phytoplankton	 in	 context	 of	 both	 nutrient	 resupply	 and	 the	 vertical
light	 intensity gradient.
	 Vertical	 mixing
	 thus	 has
	 an	 additional	 impact
in
on	 primary	 production	 by	 determining	 the	 amount	 of	 time
	 that	 a	 cell
resides	 at	 light
	 intensities
	 greater	 than	
I 
	 (e.g.,	 Pm )	 and	 at
intensities
	 less	 than	
I 
	 (a).	 Figure
	
4-4	 shows	 the results of a
	 Markov
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simulation of primary production for a static water column vs. a dynamic 
complex 
in the 
rapidly r.'Iixing water column. Phytoplankton following a 
trajectory and experiencing a wide range of light intensities 
mixing water column are capable of a high level of primary productivity. 
Scatterometer wind stress measurements , coupled with increasing sophis-
tication in turbulence models for the upper mixed layer, will provide 
information on the intensity and effect of vertical mixing. 
Finally, the rates of vertical mixing hav f~ a third impl ication for 
calculating primary productivity from chlorohyll a concentrations: 
specifically by the influence of light history on the molecular organi-
zation of chlorophyll into discrete functional photosynthetic units. 
Phytoplankton grown at low light intensities (less than Im) tend to have 
large functional photosynthetic units with 800 to 1400 chlorophyll 
molecules, while cells grown at high light intensities (greater than Im) 
tend to have smaller units of 400 to 600 chlorophyll molecules. 
Although the larger units are more efficient per un~t at low intensities 
than the smaller units, the innividual chlorophyll molecules are 
actually less efficient in the larger units. Figure 4-5 indicates the 
trend in the value of ex as a function of the size of the functional 
photosynthetic unit. hanges in the size of theSE: units and 
concorTlTlittant changes in values of ex are predictable as a function of 
varying light intensities with time (Fal kowski, 1981; Marra, 1980). 
The results of recent research on the control of photosynthesis by these 
environmental parameters--temperature nutrients, light intensity, and 
light history--all give improved accuracy to primary production models. 
Ongoing research in these areas wi 11 
to determine instantaneous shelf 
measurements of remote ly sensed data 
cont i nue to i mprove our abilities 
pr imary production from single 
on phytoplankton chlorophyll con-
centration, oceanic optical properties, temperature, and wind stress. 
Because the wind event source of habitat varibility is present on the 
shelves and not the open ocean (Walsh, 1976), however, the MAREX experi-
mental design must certa inly resolve th e \'lind event frequency (3 to 5 
days) and hopefully that of cell divi si on (0.25 days) in order to detect 
causal changes in primary product ion. 
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4.4 FREQUENCY OF SAMPLING
U.S. fishery needs for future ocean color measurements are primarily in
i
the productive coastal waters within the 200 mile economic zone
surrounding the continental U.S., islands, and territories (Table 4-1).
Mid-ocean regions, where U.S distant water fisheries are located, and
through which highly migratory fish and mammals move during migration to
coastal waters are also important.	 The frequency of required satellite
•	 coverage and i nformation will vary depending on location and perhaps to
I
	 some extent on season. 	 Generally 2-day coverage will be required in
coastal/local waters and 3- to 5-day coverage for most mid-ocean appli-
cations. Global coverage may be needed on the order of every 15 to 30
days.	 In addition to measurements made from satellites, fishery
research studies will generally require oceanographic data ineasured from
i	
ships, buoys, and aircraft.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to obtain CZCS-type measurements
of the global oceans on anything close to a daily basis.
	
On any given
day, the major fraction of our watery planet is obscured by clouds. 	 A
qual i tat ive idea of realizable sampling characteristics has been -leaned
by she MAREX working group members from screening a few time sequences
of CZCS data for which regular sampling was attempted. This experience
suggests that in a month of data collection, useful data will be
obtained on several days within randomly distributed clear-sky domains
which are a few hundred km in extent, and less frequently >1000 km in
extent. Of the nominal 2 hours of Niinbus-7 CZCS coverage taken and
recorded per day, an average of approximately 30 to 40 percent is
rejected and not processed due to total cloud cover (no significant open
water areas).
In sum. our ex perience to date suaaests that alobal CZCS covera g e would
geld, on average, between 10 (at the equator) and 20 (at 40 degrees N)
usable images per month. This figure re resents the required sampling
interval of every 1.5 days, for a given 1000 km x 1000 km ocean domain,
with the majori ty
 of usable data in patchy subscenes of typically a few
hundred km in extent, and with an occasional clear view of most of the
domain in one image. Coverage frequencies will assuredly fluctuate
seasonally (and regionally) around these nominal estimates; coverzoe
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gaps of 2 to 3 weeks are likely to occu r several times per year, with
less frequent gaps of longer duration. In winter, low sun elevations
will cause sampling voids of several weeks to a few months (increasing
with latitude) at latitudes above 40 degrees. These characteristics
assume that a single CZCS-type instrument is operated in a Nimbus-7
orbit on a global basis (for the approximately 25 percent of each orbit
with suitable solar elevation).
Clearly the present data base collected with the Nimbus-7 CZCS is inade-
quate to apply to the global mapping of primary productivity, except in a
F qualitative sense. It is limited both in terms of samplinq frequency and
in terms of concurrent oceanographic experimental data necessary to bridge
the interpretive gap from phytoplankton pigment distributions to net
primary production. Adequate data do exist in certain shelf regions (Table
4-1), however, to develop a sampling methodology for a global productivity
assessment grogram (Table 4-2) utilizing a follow-on CZCS-type sensor. It
is intended to de p loy moored in situ fluorometers, as discussed pre-
v »usly, and drifting fluorometers, similar to the meteorological sensors
of the 1919 Global Weather Experiment, in defined 1987-89 MAREX shelf
experiments to allow interpretation of time-space composite descriptions
of at least parts of the ocean.	 With global sampling, CZCS-type images
will permit instantaneous resolution of the shapes of shelf synpotic-scale
patterns of phytoplankton pigment distribution from any domain. These
images will also permit interpolation rather than extrapolation from this
data set (Table 4-2).
In general, phytoplankton sanding stock and piqment concentration
levels at a fixed time within a particular pattern feature are the
result of a complicated set of biological, chemical, and physical
processes vith time scales ranging from seconds to seasonal, and space
scales ranging from global to microscopic (Table 2-1). 	 The shapes and
locations of patterns delineating meso-
	 and synpotic-scale shelf
features are dominated, however, by physical-dynamical processes trans-
porting the plankton populations.
	 Therefore, meso-scale patterns (10 <
x <100 km) tend to evolve over time scales ranging from several hours
to a few days (i.e., at the time scale of a moored or drifting fluoro-
meter array), while the synoptic-scale patterns (100 < x e 1COO km) tent
4-16
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.^	 to evolve over time scales of order a fe- weeks to a month, i.e., at the
, i probable CZCS time scale. Considering these scales and CZCS sampling
characteristics together, long-term global sampling with a CZCS-type
instrument can adequately resolve synoptic-scale phytoplankton standing
stock distributions, while higher frequency data gaps could be covered
within the five specific shelf areas by CZCS in situ instrumentation
(Table 4-2) and judicious use of shins and aircraft.
4.5 ADDITIONAL OCEANIC STUDIES
Oceanic systems are more tractable than shelf systems for understanding
certain aspects of biological -physical coupling because they are freed
from some of the high-frequency fluctuations of coastal systems (Walsh,
1976), from effects of local bottom topography, and from complex color
patterns produced by r aver-borne or g anics and suspended sediments.
Because of these simplifications compared to coastal regions and the
more reasonable expectation of isotropy in the background signals of
oceanic systems, oceanic regions are logical natural laboratories for
investigation of selected biolo g ical and physical processes. Eddies,
for example, are relatively easily tracked over the open ocean in
studies of eddy formation and evolution. 	 Frontal evolution similarly
may be more easily foll%wed than near-shore phenomena. Areas homogeneous
in space are logical regions in which to monitor evolution in time.
The upcom i ng ODEX (Optical Dynamics Experiment) study, for example, will
evaluate the effects of autumn mixing on oceanic optical properties. A
site has been selected _tetween Hawaii and San Diego to exclude m4jor
;•dvective "noise" from its time-course "signal." The primary goal of
ODEX is to develop and fiela test a two-dimensional physical-biological
optical model of the upper ocean that predicts the diffuse attenuation
coefficient, K(Z, t,a ), in those regions where advective effects are
small. (Here, two dimensions mean depth and time.) Additional goals
are to assess the feasibility of a four-dimensional model (x, y, z, and
t-;me) ano to predict other optical properties such as spectral :vryam
atter.uatior and the volume scattering function.
i
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ODEX and will take place about 1000 miles west-southwest of Monterey,
California, where horizonta) van?ability will be minimal during October
and November 1982. 	 The time was chosen to overlap the change from the
summer to winter chlorophyll regimes. The hiological -optical model will be
merged with an upper-layer model based on the Level 2-112 Mellor-Yamada
Turbulence Closure Scheme. This model is being modified to permit the
inclusion of realistic vertical profiles of 'he relevant parameters such
as the downwelling solar irradiance and chlorophyll. Preliminary versions
of the new model have been used to demonstrate the diurnal response of the
upper ocean. Comparison with measurements have shown that the upper ocean
is sensitive to solar irradiance and (onticsl) water type.
	 Ships in the
ODEX experiment will be R/V FLIP and the R/V ACANIA. Roth will be fully
instrumented with a complete range of chemical, physical, meteorological,
and optical instruments.
For any large-scale (x > 1000 km) oceanic domain, oceangraphic appl i ca-
tions of measurements made with a CZCS-type sensor are constrained by
the same sampling considerations discussed in the preceding shelf
studies; sampling frequency, as governed by orbit parameters and cloud
cover, will still vary with latitude a:,d season.	 In general, we expect
to adequately re-,olve synoptic scale phenomena and obtain statistical
descriptions of imbedded meso-scale structure, in any given oceanic
domain. N?ar surface optical properties are indirectl y
 related to two
prime foci of modern physical oceanography, ocean circulation and mixed
layer dynamics/thermodyn.arrics, in several ways, including:
a. The vertical irradiance attenuation coefficient, k, governs the
vertical	 d-1strlUut41or.	 of	 heating	 by	 incident	 1un,1 igiit.
Zaneveld et al., 1981, review the influence of k on vertical
density stratification in the mixed layer; they document that,
under light winds, vertical temperature structure is signifi-
cantly sensitive to k over its range of variability in global
water masses. CZCS has been demonstrated to be capable of
mapping the distributive patterns of k both in open ocean and
coastal waters. Preliminary examination of CZCS imagery
suggests that a rich structure in synoptic-scale and meso-scale
patterns of horizontal k distributions may pervade nearly all
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'	 ocean	 regimes.	 Research	 should	 be undertaken	 to	 determine	 and
'	 quantify
	
the
	
sensitivity	 of	 horizontal	 distributions	 of	 sea
surface	 temperature	 and	 of	 mixed	 layer	 structure	 to	 k	 distri-
butive patterns.
b.	 If	 meso-scale	 and	 smaller	 individ,,ai	 patches	 of	 k	 and
phytoplankton	 pigments
	
can	 be	 positively	 identified	 in	 several
CZCS	 images	 over periods of	 several	 da;..s,	 then	 the	 trajectories
of	 those	 patches	 can	 be	 used	 as	 Lagrangian	 estimates	 of
synoptic-scale	 ocean	 currents.	 This	 application	 would	 be
directly	 analogous	 to	 the	 use	 of	 cloud	 drift	 winds,	 derived
from	 GOES	 VISSR	 data,	 in	 neteorogical	 analyses.	 The	 NSF	 ':arm
Core
	
Rings
	
Experiment	 is	 now	 using	 CZCS-derived	 products	 to
augment	 thermal	 imagery	 for	 ring	 translation	 studies.	 Initial
scrutiny	 of	 a	 few	 CZCS	 image	 sequences	 shows	 the	 data	 to	 be
provocative	 and	 promising,	 but	 results	 to	 date	 are	 too
preliminary and
	 tentative
	
to draw conclusions	 abort	 the	 general
utility of this method as a	 tool	 in	 future oceanic	 studies.
c.	 Over	 synoptic-length	 scales,
	
significant	 changes	 in	 ocean
optical	 properties	 are	 frequently	 (perhaps	 usually)	 associated
with	 changes	 in	 temperature	 and	 salinity.	 This	 occurs	 because
separate	 water	 masses	 frequently	 have	 different	 chemical,
biological,	 optical,	 temperature,	 and	 salinity	 characteristics.
Optical	 contrast	 between	 water	 mass,	 therefore,	 causes	 many
synoptic-scale
	
ocean	 circulation	 features	 to	 be	 visualized	 as
two-dimensional	 patterns
	 of	 ocean	 color	 (and	 therefore	 k	 and
pigments)
	
in	 CZCS	 images.	 Examples	 of	 CZCS-observed	 color
patterns	 which	 have clear	 (albeit	 as yet	 qualitative)	 dynamical
interpretations,
	 are	 warm	 core	 rings,	 the	 Gulf	 Stream	 front
(Mueller	 and
	 LaViolette,
	 1981),	 and	 synoptic-scale	 eddies	 and
frontal	 features	 in	 the
	 Cali f ornia	 Current	 System.	 A	 similar,
and	 even	 more	 direct,	 case
	
may	 be	 made	 for	 Sea	 Surface
Temperature
	
(SST)	 patterns
	
in	 infrared	 images	 measured	 from
I
space.	 Taken	 together,	 infrared	 SST	 and	 optical	 patterns	 can
hypothetically	 provide
	
empirical	 sets	 of	 time-varying
horizontal	 interpolation/extrapolation 	 functions	 applicable	 to
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near-surface density structure, 	 at least in some oceanic
regimes. Downward continuation of these patterns, when and if
feasib'e, will require other information (perhaps a mix of
climatological and concurrent in situ data) and mathematical
models. In at least some instances (e.g., warm core rings),
the feasibility of downward continuation of such interpolation
func-tions to infer subsurface density and flow structure is
particu-larly	 promising	 and	 warrants
	
near-term	 research
emphasis.
Other examples are available such as frontal studies off the Grand Banks
(Mueller and La Violette, 1981) and off the Somali coast, but the foregoing
ones are sufficient to illustrate prospective applications of CZCS-type
data to problems in oceanic regions. In summary, poss i bilities include use
of k distributions in mixed layer models, Lagrangian estimation of synop-
tic scale currents from color patch trajectories, and downwa rd continua-
tion of combined SST and ocean color patterns pursuant to three-dimen-
sional analyses of dynamical oceanic features. Clearly, time sequences of
Nimbus-7 CZCS data which correspond to open ocean Pxperiments must be
studied to refine the above generalities into specific hypotheses to be
tested using the MAREX data sets. As the results of present oceanic
experiments (Warm Core Pings, Optical Dynamics Experiment, and other,
smaller individual experiments/analyses) become available, other open
ocean studies will take advantage of the proposed MAREX sensor package and
data capability.
o,i
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SECTION 5. REQUIREMENTS
The Ocean Color Science Working Group (Or SWG) spent a considerable amount
of time attempting to specify the limitations and compromises of a MAREX
satellite monitoring system. From this background, a set of minimum space-
craft and ground system requirements were identified in order to accomp -
0 lish the major scientific opportunities from space-borne ocean color data.
To propose a system which would satisfy all possible users, research and
operational, is beyond the scope of this report and also is unrealistic to
expect. As a result, only the experiments (Table 4-2) discussed earlier in
the report are being considered in framinq requirements. Thus, this p ro-
vides the focus for the requirements allowing significant scientific
progress in limited well-defined programs, while still offering sufficient
flexihility to satisfy a reas6nable proportion of the needs of other
scientific and operational areas. This report will provide the basis for
further development in color sensing science in other fields in the future
as well as execute an exciting nearer term shelf carbon/nitro gen flux
ex periment. The minimum reauirements for an ocean color s y stem which could
receive the support of a significant portion of the oceanographic commu-
nity are discussed in this section. While there are a number of possible
system scenarios, iL is recommended that NASA proceed with a formal study
of a system to meet minimum data requirements.
5.1 SPACECRAFT
At the present time, the only polar orbiting s p acecraft operated by the
United States civilian space program that can support the CZCS mission is
one of the advanced TIROS-N (ATN) series (Table 5-1). Two NOAA satellites.
NOAA-6 and NOAA-7, are in near polar sun synchronous orbits crossin g the
I	
equator at 7:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. for ,
 NOAAA-6, and 2:30 p.m. and 2:30 a.m.
for NOAA-7. In order for the CZCS to be most effective, the desired
crossing time at the equator is dear noon, so that the sun is either ahead
or behind the spacecraft to minimize the effect of sun reflection (glint)
directly into the sensor during the +40 degree side scan. The OCSWG
addressed the question of whether the s p acecraft could orbit with a 1:30
p.m. and 1:30 a.m. equatorial crossing time with an ascending node orbit
5-1
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(that is, whether the spacecraft could fly from the South Pole toward the
North Pole on the daylight side of its orbit). The study showed: that the
spacecraft can, indeed, operate successfully in such an orbit; that the
CZCS, less the radiation cooler, can fit on the spacecraft; and that the
present data system could be enlarged to accommodate data transmission
from the CZCS to the ground.
The parameters of an orbit under consideration for the series of Advanced
Tiros-N (ATN) satellites that could carry a CZCS are summarized in Table 5-
2. The inclination of the orbit is necessary in order to preserve the sun
synchronous characteristic so that the orbit plane may precess at the same
rate as the earth rotetes around the sun. NASA/GSFC also addressed the
question of whether the necessary space was available on the earth-viewing
portion of the ATN in order to accommodate a future CZCS (see Appendix A)
and the necessary data processing system to support it. Figure 5-1 shows
the bottom, or earth-viewing side, of the ATN and a location which can
accommodate the CZCS and the color data processor needed to support the
instrument. Unfortunately, the end of the spacecraft where radiation
coolers may be utilized is fully occupied by the AVHRR, the SSU, and the
HIRS; therefore, the CZCS will have to fly without a radiation ca)Ier,
eliminating the 10.5 to 12.5 micrometer band. This is not a serious
problem in that the AVHRR, which operates continually, provides thermal
measurements in the split window of 10.5 to 11.5, and 11.5 to 12.5 micro-
meters over the ocean. There will be some problems registering the thermal
data with the color data since the AVHRR will not have the tilt mechanism
of the CZCS and the mirrors are not synchronized. Nevertheless, the CZCS
fits fairly comfortably into the bottom of the ATN.
Table 5-2. NOAA-I/CZCS Orbit Parameters
Parameter	 Nominal Value
Altitude (km)
Inclination (degrees)
Nodal period (minutes)
Nodal regression (degrees/revolution)
Nodal precession (degrees/day)
Orbits per day
Sun anqle ranqe limits (degrees)
870
98.899
102.368
25.592
0.9856
14.067
46-80
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The question of whether the diffuser plate for calibration can he mounted
on the ATN spacecraft is now under study. In summ3rv, the OCSWG found that
a quite acceptable CZCS program could be carried out from the ATN, that
there are no insurmountable technical problems in moving the orbit closer
to noon, and that there are no serious problems in mountinq the CZCS on the
ATN.
F.
1S,
^I
5.2 MEASUREMENT CHANNELS
The Nimbus-7 CZCS program demonstrated the feasibility of determining
ocean chlorophyll levels (and diffuse attenuation coefficients), from
multi-channel visible space-borne observations (see Appendix B for dis-
cussions of the algorithms). The OCSWG re quirement is to resolve the
chlorophyll concentration to within 50 percent over a range of :oncentra-
tion from .05 to 10.0 vg chl;: -1 in the open ocean and outer continental
shelf areas. Radiance observations to 10 bit accuracy are required at a
minimum of six of the following eiqht wavelengths, de pendent on water-mass
type:
P
4
Wavelength (nm)	 Bandwidth (nm)
443 20
490 20
520 20
560 20
590 20
670 20
765 40	 (Notched for 02 A band 759-110nm)
867 45
The 490 and 590 nm channels are useful under s pecial circumstances to
extend the observatiors into more turbid coastal waters.
5.3 SP^.TIAL RESOLUTION
The chlorophyll distribution in the ocean is patchy on all scales down to
the sub-kilometer level (Table 2-1). Thus, to adequately map phvto-
plankton variation in high-concentration shelf areas, which is the major
goal of the first MAREX studies, a satellite must be able to resolve about
a kilometer of the ocean. This small spot size also permits measurements
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closer to the shore, allowin q resolution F local outwelling and upwzllinq
zones, which tend to be nearshore phenomena in many cases. Such a hiqh
data rate may be relaxed somewhat for wide area studies of open ocean
• phytoplankton where statistical rather than process experiments are more
likely. In this case, a degradation to about 4-kilometer resolution can he
accepted. Therefore, a satellite system is required that can operate in
two modes, analogous to the present infrared system:
	 (1) local area	 d
coverage of high-resolution to about one km and (2) global area coverage of
lower resolution to about four km (Table 4-2).
5.4 OBSERVATIONAL COVERAGE
Coverage here is defined as the frequency at which a field of chlorophyll
data	 is	 available	 (barring	 cloud	 cover	 interference)	 which	 completely
covers an experiment area at some density and composited over some lenqth
of time.	 Typically in meteorology, this means the entire earth, at varyinq
density
	 of	 some	 hundreds	 of	 kilometers
	 eery	 3	 or	 6	 hours.	 By their
nature,	 satellites	 provide	 a	 high	 density	 of	 observations
	
within	 their
swath coverage; however, one or more passes must be composited to generate
the field of data which the scientist requires.
	 The satellite covera ge is,
then,	 a function of swath	 size,	 orbit	 configuration,	 and cloudiness.
	
The
time
	 it takes from some part of the satellite swath to revisit every spot
within an experimental area defines the length of time it takes to generate
a data field.	 Repeat coverage
	
is	 the
	
time
	
it	 takes	 to	 qenerate	 another
such field	 in the same area.	 For example,
	 a small experimental	 area,	 less
than one swath width	 in size,	 might be entirely covered	 in one p ass,	 but
wait for several	 days or weeks
	
for	 repeat coverage.
	
Phytoplankton vari-
ability
	
in	 the	 ocean	 has	 a	 time	 scale	 of	 less	 than	 a week	 de pendinq	 on
seasonal	 changes	 of wind events
	
and	 algal	 qrowth.	 It would be desirable,
then,	 to	 have worldwide	 chlorophyll	 observations	 at	 least	 every	 3	 or	 4
days.	 This	 is	 impossible
	
due
	
to natural	 cloudiness
	
and	 reasonable orbit
and swath configuations,
	 so there must be an	 accompanyin q program of	 in-
situ	 moored	 observations
	
in	 the experiments
	 to provide temporal	 samplina
below the
	 Nyquist period	 and	 thereby to allow	 interpolation	 of satellite
observations
	 (Table 4-2).	 To make even this possible,
	
it	 is required that
a satellite system's swath pass over any given spot at
	 least weekly.
5-6
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5.5 NAVIGATIONAL ACCURACY
Location of pixels in latitude-longitude coordinates is important for
quantative scientific use of color scanner data. In order to make these
data useful for other than individual scene analyses, the scientist must be
able to use observations from many passes to generate a time series and do
statistical analysis. 	 This implies that location accuracy of data from
different passes must be sufficiently precise to allow comoositinq. For
these pur poses, an absolute naviqational accuracy of 10 km for high resolu-
tion local data and 25 km for low resolution global data is required.
5.6 DATA DELI'V'ERY
The details of data processing and delivery are complex and are discussed
^r more detail later in App?ndix C. For purposes of an overall require-
ment, the ()CSWG considers satisfactory data processing and delivery to be
the most vital concerns that the ocean science community have fo r a new
satellite observing system, 	 History of other ocean-oriented satellite
data s ystems has not been encot:rAoI ^n in Chic rPCncrt T':mA liness of data
processing is most important in that if data p rocessina time does not keep
pace with the data flow, backlogs quickly uevelo p and it can hecome
literally years before the data are made available to the research commu-
nity. In that case the data are often not widely used by scientists and a
multi-million-dollar satellite is under utilized. 	 Further, satellite
pictures by themselves are not satisfactory for quantative ocean study,
but the observations must be p resented as quantative, navi q ated values of	 i
chlorophyll and diffuse attenuation coefficient. 	 To this end, the data
available to the user must meet the followin q requirements:
a. For near real-time positioning of ships durinq MAREX field
experiments, quick-lock data must be available within 24 hours of
observation or direct satellite read-out for user g round stations
must be available in selectable areas worldwide.
b. For intearation wit` cruise results, fully processed high-resolu-
tion data must be available to the user within 30 days of observa-
tion. This is "Level II" processing which means cloud removed,
5-7
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iatmospherically corrected, chlorophyll values within a pass,
identified by latitude-longitude, on computer-compatible tape.
False color images or contoured maps of these p asses are also
desirable.
c. The same information is needed for the low-resolution qlohal
data. However, since the qlobal data will be p rimarily used in
the study of larqer scale, longer term variations, the observa-
tions should be integrated and composited before delivery. Level
II low-resolution values should be stored on a monthl y 100 km grid
and the mean values published monthl y , after allowinq three
months for processin q , as contours on ocean; scale ma p s. There is
no requirement for i;naginq individual passes, althouqh individual
Level II ta p es should be preserved for G months for selected pro-
cessing on request.
d. All high- and low-resolution Level I tapes should be p reserved in
an archive for 5 years. Users should have on-line, interactive
access to a catalogue of the archived data.
e. The difficulty and cost involved in handling the flow from a high-
data-rate instrument such as this is realized. Ideally, all the
sunlit data from the satellite should be stored and p rocessed at
high resolution. As a minimum, though, the ability to process 30
minutes of stored high resolution data pEr day to Level II chloro-
phyll values, and 150 minutes of storec low resolution data is
required.	 This would result in enough ca p acity to process the
ocean areas near the USA to high resolution and at least one hemi-
sphere at low resolution on a continuing basis (Table 4-2).
	 It
would be highly desirable to double the low-resolution capacity
to be assured of worldwide coverage. Direct broadcastinq of
high-resolution data on at least a 50 pert?nt duty c ycle would
fill in the gaps of recorded hiqh-resolution stored data for
those users with ground receivers. It is strongly recommended
that the direct broadcast mode be designed so that there is
minimum impact to existing ground receiver stations used by
researchers outside NASA (see Appendix D). The system should he
similar enough to the existing NOAA infrared broadcast protocol
5-8
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that other users need only make minor or no changes to their
hardware and scftware for data capture (see Appendix D).
r't•
5.7 MISSION LENGTH
I
In order to conduct in the in situ field work necessary to exploit the
ocean color observations from space, experiments listed earlier must he
staged in a variety of seasons and conditions. Logistically, this imolies
that the spacecraft mission must cover at least two years to svecifv
atypical situations, e.g., the occurrence of E1 Nino ohenome,oa. In addi-
tion, even the coarsest values for ranges in irterannual productivity are
not known for most ocean areas. 	 An absolute minimum of two years of
observation is necessary to identify the scale of variability. Thus, a
minimum mission length of two years is reauired, with any extension of that
length highly desirable. That also implies that instrument calibration he
constant, or identifiable, during the minimum two- year mis;,ion to allow
valid comparisons of ocean observational values.
J^
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APPENDIX A. SENSORS
One difficulty in interpreting remotely sensed ocean color measurements
arises from the fact that the thermocline and the chlorophyll maximum often
occur at depths in ex r-ss of three to four optical attenuation lengths,
depending upon season, weather and location. Thus, to provide physical and 	
I
biological interpretation of the information contained in the CZCS images,
	 j
it is important to understand the dynamic three-dimensional ocean
processes that create them, including, for example, the effects of local
upwelling on phytoplankton productivity, the effects of internal waves on
the va r iability of the chlorophyll maximum, an% the complex interaction of
wind everts on nutrient, phytoplankton, and zooplankton relationships.
Such measurements can best be made by sensing from in situ instruments
which rave the capability of eventually examining the vertical, physical,
and biological structure of the euphotic zone of the ocean. Improved
accuracy and interpretation of Ocean Color Imager (OCI) data will
therefore result if additional satellite, airborne, in situ, and in vitro
measurements are taken coincidently with satellite ocean color measure-
ments.	 A summary of various satellite ocean sensor performance charac-
teristics is presented in Table A-I (After Stewa r t, 1981).
A.1 OCEAN COLOR IMAGE"
Since the development of a new sensor- always ^nvolves some risk, the modi-
ficat;on of an existing design is often preferable with respect both to
cost and probability of success. 	 The Nimbus-7 CZCS has proved to be an
excellent system with a useful life of over 3 years and is therefore the
leading candidate for a system designed to measure ylobal oceanic chloro-
phyll concentration.
The modifications to the CZCS design necessary to generate the required
sensor system are as follows:
a. Remove the thermal (10.5 - 12.5 m) channel and its associated
passive cryogenic cooler.
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b. Locate four s pectral channels in the chlorophyll absor p tion bands
.`
between 440 and 590 nm with characteristics similar to those of
the present CZCS and two atmospheric correction bands between
670, 765, and 865 nm.
c. Develop & data system capable of averaginq 4-pixel by 4-line
	
groups of data points, thereby reducing the data rate by 16 and	 4
enabling the on-board storage of qlobal data.
d. Maintain the present 820 m IFOV at the lower NOAA orbit (830 km)
and increase the digitizer from 8 to 10 bits to accommodate the
•	 increased signal-to-noise.
e. Provide for direct broadcast of the hi gh resolutinn (1 km) data
stream while in siqht of properl y
 equi pped ground stations.
f. Speed u p the tilt mechanism in order to minimize the loss of data
incurred while changing from the full aft to full forward
position.
Application of the atmospheric correction al gorithm requires a high deqree
of consistency between the calibration of the sensor and the extraterres-
trial solar irradiance F 0 (a) (Gordon, 1981). The sensor calibration and F)
have independent errors, so trying to reduce this effect through very
careful calibration and careful measurements of F 0 (a) will be very
difficult. One way of circumventing this problem directly is the addition
of the capability of the sensor to viEw the sun in diffuse refle'7tion as
suggested by Yates (Gordon, 1981). The addition of this ca p ability on the
Ocean Color Imager is recommended.
In the present 3t„03p1'1eriC correction algorithm the assumption that
S(a,ao ) be independent of position is required (except over Case 1 waters
for which	 C < 0.25 mg/m 3 ).	 Spatial variations in aerosol	 'type'
(APPENDIX 8) will induce spatial variations in S. In the case of the
present CZCS there is no direct way to detect such a change in S. However,
if there were a band in one of the near IR windows at 765 and 865 nm, for
which L w	0 in most waters, the detection of a variable S could easily be
effected by looking for spatial variations in S(670,765) or S(670,865),
I	 A-3
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and adjusting S(a,a o) in the visible accordinaly.	 For turbid coastal
waters, for which L w (670) ¢ 0, the addition of both of these bands would
also facilitate correction.	 The minimal set of bands suggested for the
Ocean Color Imager are: 443nm, 520nm, 560nm, 670nm, 765nm, and 865nm. The
visible bands should be 20nm wide and the I.R.	 bands 50nm wide.	 In
addition, spectral bands at 490nm and 590 nm could be valuable in the
retrieval of C in the coastal regime. Also, it is expected that soma fine- 	 a
tuning of the precise positions of the above bands will be necessary.
These changes together with several minor mod ificat ions wi l l result in a
system that will provide data from which global oceanic chlorophyll maps
with a resolution of a few kiiometers can be q:n erated.
A.2 ANCILLARY INSTRUMENTS
p erhaps the most important ancillary satellite sensor for shelf primary
productivity studies is the Advanced Very High Resolut i on Radiometer
(AVHRR), an improved VHRR infrared radiometer. It is p art of the standard
coiplemr,,L of sensors presently flown on the NOAA series of polar-orbiting
environmental satellites on which the OCI is a candidate for inclusion. It
can provide sea surface temperature with an accuracy of about 0.6 r C if no,
clouds contaminate the field of view, and if atmos p heric effects are
carefully removed.	 Horizontal temperature gradients of about 0.2 0C can
also be resolved. Acquiring such data concurrently with ocean color
measurements will allow upwelling and frontal processes to be more
accurately described and will hel p in identifyina certain water masses and
in locating boundaries o f
 currents.
Two other satellite sensors which could be flying in the same tint- frame as
the OCI are the altimeter and the scatterometer. Usin q
 a h'ghly accurate
altimeter (nadir radar with +2 cm precision) on a satelite with a well-
known orbit allows the measurement of major surface current vc-locities;
with an accurate geo i d, slower currents (especi-'ly their variabilit y ) can
be determined. Surface current measurements can be made by altimetric
determinations of the slope of the sea surface since the slope :ncr_ases
with the speed of the current. Thus, with the TOPEX (dynamic TOPooraphv
EXperiment) satell'te (see Wunsch, 1981), the current field will be better
A-4
understood. This will permit estimates of current shear, conver gence, and
divergence as well as nutrient and plankton transport for various oceanic
regions. These processes all affect the productivity of the oceans and are
imp ractical to measure globally by conventional means.
'fhe third ancillary satellite sensor which can significantl y improve our
understanding of the processes affecting the productivity of the oceans is
the scatterometer. It measures the off nadir backscattered radar return,
l--, rgely from capillary waves which respond in hei g ht directl y with the
surface wind stress or w e nd speed. Wind-driven divergence zones can
produce upwelling of cool, nutrient-rich water to initiate and sustain
phytoplankton blooms, and wind-driven convergence zones can concentrate
bouyant food resources (e.g. phytoplankton, detritus, seaweed), attracting
f ish.	 Since the surface currents are primarily wind-dri\ , 2n, a hetter
understanding of the wind field will also improve models of the current
field and of the density structure in the euphot.ic zone (depth of the mixed
layer, thermocline stability, etc.), affecting the vertical distrihution
of shelf phytoplankton and productivity in res ponse to wind events (Walsh,
1976).
The prospects of a scatterometer flyinq in the last part of this decade are
good. One is scheduled to be aboard ERS-1 (a Euro pean Space A genc y satel-
lite), and NASA is studying the feasibility of flyinq a scatterometer
"piggyback" on an available polar orbiter. A dedicated altimetric
satellite (TOPE;) is a prospective mission of the Environmental Observa-
tion Division of NASA, with a possible launch dat-- llte: in the decade. The
footprint (pixel size) of pa c ,;ve )wave radiometers, which provide sea
surface temperature rr,easurements tnr,ugh the clouds is generally too large
(e.g., 100 km) to be of much utility to ocean productivit y studies. These
sensors also suffer from inaccuracies within 600 km of land (sidelohe
returns), where the most dynamic productivity processes (e. q ., coastal
upwelling) occur.
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APPENDIX B. ALGORITHMS
The CZCS provides estimates of the near surface concentration of phyto-
Plankton pigments (defined to be chlorophyll a and its associated phaeo-
pigments) by measuring the spectral radiance backscattered out of the
ocean. This radiance scattered out of the ocean and reaching the top of
the atmosphere comprises only a small portion of the total radiance
measured at the sensor. In general, the sensor radiance L t (a) (a is the
wavelength) can be decomposed into L 1 (a), the radiance due to photons
that never penetrated the yea surface, and t(a)L w (a), the radiance due
to photons which were backscattered out of the water (the water-leaving
radiance) and diffusely transmitted to the top of the atmosphere, i.e.,
L t (a) = L j (a) + t(a)Lw PI).	 (1)
All of the information relating to the oceanic constituents such as the
chlorophyll concentration is contained in Lw(a).
Schemes for extracting L w ( % from LOA,) are referred to as 'atmospheric
correction' algorithms, and empiric,! relationships used to derive the
pigment' concentration from the extracted L w (;,) are called 'bio-optical'
algorithms.
B.1 BIO-OPTICAL
Most early studies concernin5 the remote sensing of ocean color (Clarke
et al., 1910; Arvesen et al., 1973) were directed toward the extraction
of the surface chlorophyll concentration from the spectral radiance
upwe i 1 i ng above the sea surface.
	 Chlorophyll a is the pigment present
in living plants responsible for photosynthesis.
	
In the ocean, this
pigment is present in microscopic organisms called phytoplankton, which
a
form the first link in the marine food chain.
	 In productivity studies,
chlorophyll a is usually taken as a measure of phytoplankton 'biomass'
(Platt et al., 1975).
B-1
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In the ocean, degradation products of chlorophyll a, the ohaeopiaments,
are also present. These are produced upon acidification of chioroohvll a
as would happen for exam p le in the gut of zoo p lankton feedinq on nhyto-
p lankton. The phaeo p igments have absor ption characteristics which are so
similar to chlorophyll a in the blue that seperation of these p iqments with
an instrument with as few spectral bands as the CZCS is impossihle.
Therefore, for CZCS studies it is necessary to consider chloro phyll a and
the phaeopigments together. The sum of the concentrations of chloro phyll a
and the phaeopigments will henceforth be called the phytop lankton piament
concentration or just the pigment concentration and will be denoted by C.
To establish algorithms for retrieval of the pigment concentration from
CZCS imagery a field program was initiated by N U-AA /NESS in 1975. This
program consisted of measurements of vertical profiles of upwelled
(traveling toward the zenith) spectral radiance (L u ) and pigment concen-
tration along with other optical, physical, and biological oaramcters of
importance for the interpretation of ocean color remote sensinq data
(Gordon and Clark, 1980a; Clark et al., 1980; Clark, 1`180). These
measure-ments were made at the over 60 locations shown in Figure 6-1.
The measurements of ;hlorophyll a and i t s associated phaeo p iaments were
( made fluerometrically using the technique described by Yentsch and
Menzel (1563) with the modifications given by Holm-Hansen et al. (1`165).
The upwelled spectral radiance measurements were made at 5 nm increments
with a submersible radiometer covering a spectral ranae from 400 to 700
nm. the spectral resolutior of the instrument was 4 nm.
From profiles of l_ u ( a,z), where z is depth, the attenuation coefficient
of upwelled spectral radiance K u N defined by
K u la ) = - d Ln(L u (a,z)) /dz	 (2)
was computed. This al l owed determination of the upwelled s pectral radi-
ance just beneath the surface L u (a,0) from
L u(a ,0) = L u ( a ,z)exp +Ku(a )z .	 (3)
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Figure B-1. In situ Chlorophyll Measurements for Validation of CZCS Imagery
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L u (x,0) was then transmitted through the interface as described by Austin
1 (1974) yielding the water-leaving spectral radiance Lw W. An example of
four such Lw spectra and their associated chlorophyll concentrations is
presented in Figure B-2. Note that the main effect on the color of the
ocean of increasing the chlorophyll concentration is a depression of Lw(a)
in the blue region of the spectrum, i.e., a shift in color from blue to
green. The actual enhancement of L  in the green at high chlorophyll
concentrations is due to scattering by detrital material which covaries
with phytoplankton.
Finally, Lw (a) was weighted by the spectral responses of the CZCS (spectral
resolution of about 20 nm) to provide <Lw (a)>, the CZCS weighted water-
leaving radiance. This is the component of the upwelling radiance just
above the sea surface which carries information concerning subsurface con-
stituents.	 As discussed in the previous section, the goal of the atmo-
spheric orrection algorithm is the retrieval of <L w (a;> from the CZCS
measured radiance L t (a) .
Since the solar irradiance backscattered out of the ocean may have actually
penetrated to significant depths in the ocean, the relationship between C
and the water-leaving radiance must depend on the vertical distribution of
the phytoplankton. Gordon and Clark (1980b) have shown that the pigment
concentration < C> for an optically homogeneous ocean which would produce
the same water-leaving radiance as an optically stratified ocean with
pigment concentration C(z) is
<C> = sz
o
90 f(z)C(z)dz / Cz90 f(z)dz,	 (4)
J 0
where
Z90
f(z) = exp[-2 C	 Kd(z')dz'],
	
(5)
0
K d (z') is the attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance (given by
r
Eq. 2 with L  replaced by E d ), and z 90 is the 'penetration depth' defintd
to be the depth at which E d falls to 1/e of its value just beneath the sur-
face. It is the depth above which 90 percent of the radiance contributing to
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Figure B-2. Inherent Sea Surface Water—Leaving SpP ,:tral Radiance for
Several Chlorophyll a Concentrations
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L  originates in a homogeneous ocr , an (Gordon and McCluney, 1975).	 Since
	 I
K  depends on wavelength,<C> should as well; howe er, direct computation
	 j
(Clark, 1981, of <C> from the data acquired at the locations in Figure
8-1 show that <C> is the same in all the visible CZCS spectral bands.
Furthermore, these computations show that there is no statistical
difference	 between	 <C>	 and	 the
	 surface	 phytoplankton
	 pigment
concentration.	 This indicates no significant variation of C within z90,
suggesting that z 90 was usually above the depth of the mixed layer. In
all of the bio-optical algorithms discussed here, <C> was evaluated at
520 nm.
Morel and Priuer (1977) have optically classified sea water according
the constituents chiefly responsible for determining their optical
properties. Those waters for which phytoplankton and their covarying
detrital material play the dominant role in determining the optical
properties are called Case 1 waters, while those for which :)rganic
suspended material (such as that which might be resuspended from the
bottom in shallow areas), which do not covary with phytoplankton, play
an important role are referred to as Case 2 waters.
	 Most of the open
ocean waters are near Case 1.
	 These waters are the easiest to treat
	
F
from a remote sensing point of view. Figure B-3 shows the rel,tionship
between R(13) _ < L w (443)>/<Lw (550)> and the pigment concentration <C>
for the waters in Figure g 
-1 believed to qualify as Case 1, while
Figure B-4 gives the same quantities using the data from all of the
Figure B-1 locations.
	 The lines on these figures are linear regressions
on data.	 Note the significantly tighter fit for the Case 1 waters,
especially for <C > >1 mg/m3.
At high pigment concentration,<L w (443)> usually becomes too small to be
retrieved from L t (443) with sufficient accuracy to be useful. In this
case it is necessary to enyloy the ration R(23) = <L w (520)>/<Lw (550),
 to
extract the pigment concentration.
	 This ratio and the associated
regression for all of the data (Case 1 and Case 2) with C > 1.5 mg/m 3 is
shown in Figure B-5.
	 R(23) is less sensitive than R(13) to variations
in <C>. Both the ratios R(13) and R(23) (but derived from a much
smaller data base) were used in processing the imagery presented by
Gordon et al. (1980) yielding two pigment displays for each scene: one
B-6
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a
for -L -, > 1mg/m 3
 CR(13)] and one for <C>  >1mg/m 3 C P(23p .	 A similar
approach is still being used to process CZCS imagery: 	 the regression
line in Figure ^-3 being used for <C > >1.5 mb/m 3 , and the regression
line in Figure B-5 for < C> >1.5 mg/m 3 . The rational for these choices
is that low pigment applications would usually involve mostly Case 1
waters, while the higher concentrations are likely to be a mixture of
Case 1 and Case 2 waters.
Y
All of the linear regressions shown in these figures are of the form
Log<C(i,j)> - Log A(i,j) + B(i,j) Log R(i,j). 	 (6)
The values of A, B, r 2 , the standard error of estimate, s, and the
number of samples in the regression, N, for the various algorithms are
presented in Table B-1. The relative error in <C> is approximately 10s
1. The specific algorithm now being used by NASA to compute <C> is:
<C> = <C> 1 if <C> 1 <1.5,
<C> = <C> 1 if <C> 1 >1.5 but <C> 3 <1.5,
<C> = <C> 3 if <C> 1 >1.5 and <C> 3 >1.5,
where <C> i is in mg/m 3 and <C>1 and <C> 3 refer to algorithms 1 and 3 in
Table B-1.
B.2 ATMOSPHERIC
To	 understand the physics of atmospheric correction, 	 consider a	 physical
setting wherein	 solar	 irradiance	 F 0 (a)	 at	 a	 wavelength a	 is incident	 on
the top	 of	 the	 atmosphere	 at	 a	 zenith	 angle	 Gp	 and	 azimuth m o	 and	 the
scanner	 is	 detecting	 radiance
	
L t (a)	 at	 a	 nadir	 angle
	
a	 and azimuth	 ^.
L t
 W	 consists	 of	 radiance	 which	 has
	 been	 scattered	 by	 the atmosphere
and	 sea	 surface,	 and	 radiance	 generated	 by	 Fresnel	 reflection of	 the
direct	 (unscattered)	 Folar	 irradiance
	
from the	 rough	 ocean	 surface (sun
glint),
	 as	 well	 as	 radiance
	
which	 has	 been	 backscattered out	 of	 the
water	 t(x ) Lw ( a).	 The
	 goal	 of	 the	 atmospheric
	
correction	 is to estimate
t(a)L	 (a)	 on	 a	 pixel	 by	 pixel	 basis	 from	 measurement	 of	 L t (a).	 Thisxr .^ w
 removal	 of	 the	 radiance	 added	 by	 interactions with	 the
I B-9
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Table B-1. Bio-Optical Vigo ► ithm Summary
R( i j) Case C-Range l.ogA -B r2 s N
1	 R(13) 1 0.029-	 5.4 +0.053 1.71 0.96 0.130 35
2	 R(13) 1+2 0.029-77,7 -0.116 1.33 0.91 0.223 55
3	 R(23) 1+2 1.5	 -21.3 +0.522 2.44 0.93 0.098 14
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•	 atmosphere and sea surface (L 1 ( a) in Eq. 1).	 The interactions within
the atmosphere consist of scattering by the air (Ra y leigh scattering)
and by microscopic particles suspended in the air (aerosol scattering).
In principle this added radiance could be removed if the conceiItration
and optical properties of the aerosol were known throughout an image.
The aerosol, however, is highly variable and, unlike the Rayleigh
scattering component, its effect on the imayery cannot be predicted a
priuri.	 Thus, only very general aspects of the aerosol properties can
be used in estimating its contribution.
The basic approach to atmospheric corrections used in Gordon et al.
(1980) involves knowing the inherent sea surface radiance L w (,^) at one
position in the image.
	
Briefly, the sensor radiance L t (a ) is dividFd
into its components: L r (a), the contribution arising from Rayleigh
scattering, L d M , the contribution arising from aerosol scattering, and
t(a,)Lw(a), the inherent sea surface radiance diffusely transmitted
(Tanre et al., 1979) to the top of the atmosphere, I.e.,
L t If a) = L r ( a) + L a ( )) + t(a)Lw(>,).	 (7)
Note that it has been implicitly assumed that there is not direct sun
glitter in the field of view of the sensor. Also, photons reflected
from the sea surface (without penetrating) have been included in the
term
Lr( a) + L a ( ;,).	 (8)
Given L  N at one position, L a (a) can be found there from Eq. 7.
Then if the normalized size frequency distribution and refractive
index of the aerosol (which define an aerosol 'type') are independent of
horizontal position over a significant portion of an image, the ratio of
aerosol radiances at two wavelengths a and a 0,
S( a, ^) = L a ( a )/ L a ('o )	 (9)
will be position independent over the same portion of the image, even
though both L	 a	 vac 	 )9	 a	 and L( ) 	 a a( o) may	 Y•	 Gordonc on 19R1a his demonstrated
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Ifrom CZCS imagery that S(a, 0 ) can in fact remain essentially constant
over scales of hundreds of km, even in atmospheres with strong
horizontal inhomogene;ties. When the aerosol phase function is
approximately independent of wavelength, the single scattering approxima-
tion shows that S is related to the optical properties of the aerosol
through
J
S(a ,a 
0) = E	 , ^0 )	 F0(a) /F0(a0)
(1^)
x exp	 Oz (X ) -toz p 0 ) ]	 0 ]
where -: Oz is the ozone optical thickness, u and u 0 are, respectively,
the cosines of the viewin g angle and the solar zenith angle, and (a,X )
is related to the aerosol optical thickness T a and single scattering
albedo w0 through
E(^	
) - "'0 (a)
 a ( a )
0
	 (11)
w 0 (X 0 ) a(X0)
Thus, Lw (a) can be -ound from
Lw(a)= t(X)
	
L
	(1 ) 	 '
x [Lt(a0)-Lr(x0)- t(x0)Lw(X0)J
If , 0 is choosen such that
I	
Lw(A 0 ) = Q
	
(13)
or
t(a0)Lw(X0) < one digital count,	 i	 i
Equation 12 can be solved directly; however, if such a a o does not exist
(as for example in Case 1 waters with < C >	 i1-2 mg/m3 ) a further
relaticnship amoung the various Lw 's is required.	 Smith and Wilson
B-13
(1981) use an empirical relationship derived by Austin and Fetzold
(1981) for Case 1 waters;
641
L w (670) = 0.0829Lw (443) ER(13)) -1.	 (14)
and solve the resulting set of nonlinear equations iteratively.
As mentioned previously, in Gordon et al. (1980) S(a,a o ) was determined from
the water-leaving radiance measured at one position in the image from a
ship.	 It is, however, desirable to be able to determine S(a,a o ) without
resorting to any surface measurements. The key to effect inq a solution
to Equations 12 and 13 or 14 is the determination of S(a,a 4 ) or
equivalently E(a,a 4 ).	 This is accomplished using the conce pt of 'clear	 >
water radiances.' Gordon and Clark (1981) have shown that, for
phytoplankton pigment concentrations less than about 0.25 mq/m 3 , the
water-leaving radiance in the green, yellow, and red CZCS bands can be
written
L w ( ^ = LW ( ^ Ncos eo 	x
(15)
expE-(T r/? + TOz)/coseo] ,
W1
where CLw I N ,the normalized water-leaving radiance, is 0.498, 0.30, and
less than 0.015 mW/(cm 2
 m ster) for 520, 550, and 670nm, respectively.
Thus, if a region of image for which C < 0.25 mg/m 3
 can be located,
Equations 7 and 10 can be used to determine c (520,670), c (550,670), and
E(670,670). E (443,670) can then be estimated by extrapolation. An
important aspect of this algorithm is that no surface measurements of
either <Lw (a)> or of any properties of the aerosol are required to
effect the atmospheric correction with this scheme.
B-14
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Experience with the present NIMBUS-7 CZCS shows that an ocean color data
delivery system must have several general attributes. In particular such a
system must be capable of prui .ssing all cloud-free scenes, be fast enough
to accomplish processing without backlog, have methods of deliverinq
scientific outputs quickly, and provide near real-time methods of sensor
control, data indexing, and validation. Since an inte gral part of the
proposed experiment is concerned with global assessment it also assumed
that adequate capability must exist in the system to accom p lish alobal
coverage.
This scientific data delivery section is meant to give an overview of the
proposed paths for ocean color data from sensor to user. An outline of a
processing model is provided as well. These descriptions are not meant to
explicitly specify each component required, but rather to illustrate data
pathways, implicit assumptions concerning coverage, data availability, and
processing methodology. As such, this is a series of recommendations and
needs additional studies for optimization before implementation.
general Assumptions:
•	 Global real-time digital downlink of oriqinal data with house-
keeping data is provided.
•	 Global reduced resolution non-real-time data is available.
•	 Tape recorded coverage is selectable in blank areas at full reso-
lution.
•	 All data is archived.
•	 A facility is proviccd to produce derived products.
•	 On-line catalog of ocean color data is provided.
•	 Users can submit request for alteration of tape recorded
coverage.
C-1
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Figure C-1 presents a diagram of the proposed data flow. It mimics the
present NOAA spacecraft data distribution syste,n; conse quentl y , it can be
implemented with presently available technology and services.
Specific Assumptions:
a. Tape recorder capacity for limited high-resolution and low-reso-
lution non-real-time imaging (12 minutes high resolution p lus 2
full orbits low-resolution coverage capacity).
b. Ocean color data is separated from the satellite data stream at a
central facility and routed with less than a three-orbit delay
via DOMSAT link for general distribution and to an Ocean Color
Processing Facility (OCPF), if possible.
c. OCPF processes data at rates commensurate with data flow and
routes results via DOMSAT link (if required) to a USER INTERFACE
Facility (UIF).
d. User Interface Facility has the capacity to maintain 4-day
coverage online (112 real-time, 112 archive in origin).
	 i
e. UIF is the sole scientific user interface for Ocean Color Data.
The central, ocean color, archive, and user interface facilities need not
be separate; for cost reasons, one may wish to combine parts of them. They
have been separated to illustrate the spectrum of functions re quired for
scientific utilization of ocean color data. The dashed line connectin q
 the
user interface and the satellite command data acquisition site is the
reverse conduit for user requests concerning satellite covera g e changes.
In fact, this may have to be routed through a satellite/sensor control
facility before going to the CDA. A summarization of these four activity
functions follows.
a. Central Data Decommutation Facility. This facility exists for
the satellite bus chosen, e.g., NESS-Suitland for ATN, FNOC-
Monterrey for DMSP. Additional equipment is re quired to separate
ocean color data from the parent spacecraft data stream and route
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this data to the Ocean Color P rocessing Facility. Data rate is a
standard NOAA channel at 1.33 mbits/second. A low-speed command
channel, NOAA vice 9.6 kbits/second, is provided for communica-
tion of sensor command information back to the spacecraft.
b. Ocean Color Processing Facility (OCPF). The OCPF will take raw
telemetry stream data from the Central Processing Facility and
convert it to computer -compatible form. Tnis form, along with
time, location, calibration, and cloudiness data attached will be
archived. Note that this function re quires a human, " M?," in
Figure C-2, to perform cloud screening; the remainder is auto-
matic. "Users" in Figure C-2 refers to the UIF. The atmospheric
correction procedure is schematized on the ri g ht hand side of
Figure C-2 Another human, "M2," has been included to locate
"clear water" to serve as base areas for atmospheric correction.
"Derived parameters" include chlorophyll and diffuse attenuation
coefficient.
c. Archive. Primary data and processed data is located in the
archive. At a minimum it is assumed the archive will contain
time, location, spacecraft altitude and health, calibration, raw
data, processed data, and derived products. Users will not have
direct access. This could be part of an existing archive.
d. User Interface Facility (UIF). The UIF is envisaged to he the
information server for individual scientists. The UIF would
provide located, calibrated imagery in o i ctoral or digital format
to interested investigators after processing at the OCPF. It
would mainta i n catalogues of image availability, cloudiness, and
proposed sateliite coverage. These catalogues would be user
accessible and, in the case of proposed coverage, subject to
alteration/qualification by the interested-investigators. User
communication with the UIF would be via telephone circuits at
rates of 4800 baud.
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APPENDIX D. DEFENSE AND COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS
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Within the context of the proposed MAREX studies, the information gained
would also be of value in the following ways.
a. Non-acoustic ASW activities establish the re quirement for a Navy
capability to map bioluminescence potential on a global basis.
The long-range scientific objective, therefore, is to apply
satellite remote sensing technology to the problem of determining
the occurence and intensity of oceanic bioluminescence on a
global scale. It is a generally accepted hypothesis that the geo-
graphical distribution of bioluminescence is associated with
surface oceanic waters that are highy productive, but at present,
there is no way to relate chlorophyll concentrations to biolumi-
nescence potential. The few simultaneous in situ measurements of
chlorophyll and bioluminescence are insufficient to answer th-;s
basic question and knowledge concerning the distribution and
nature of bioluminescence in the surface ocean is based primarily
on anecdotal reports from the main shipping lanes. Thus, the
proposed program could supply Navy scientists with data for the
first systematic investigation of oceanic bioluinescence
utilizing satellite data and would r?sult in techniques to permit
extrapolation on a global scale.
b. Fronts and eddies in the ocean have a significant imp act on acous-
tic propagation because they contain densit y fluctuations which
reflect and refract acoustic energy. Infrared satellite data is
routinely analyzed to permit delineation of these features in
support of ASW operations. However, IR sensin q
 of sea surface
temperature patterns is limited to certain areas and/or seasons
because of the amount of water vapor in the atmos phere over the
world's oceans. Because the CZCS is not as adversely affected by
atmospheric water vapor as are IR sensors, it offers the p oten-
tial for mapping ocean surface features based on color in qeo-
graphical areas where satellite data has never been usefL1
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before. Another CZCS in orbit would certainly benefit the Naval
community from t'..is point of view.
M . l
c. CZCS type data would benefit the Navy and DMA in optimizing use of
conventional and advanced (airborne laser - HALS) systems for
updating bathymetric charts and detection of navigational
hazards. Multispectral visible data could be used to develop
regional planning guides for operations. The objective would be
to provide information relative to water and atmospheric trans-
mission and bottom reflectance characteristics as a function of
location and season.
d. Backscatter from biological organisms in the ocean hinders active
ASW sonars to varying degrees depending on the local biological
environment. In some cases it can make the use of active sonar
counter productive. The Fleet would, therefore, benefit from
synoptic information on the geographical distribution and
strength of acoustic volume s,-attering characteristics. The pro-
posed MAREX experiment would be suitable for Naval research into
the feasibility of satellite-derived ocean color data to provide
this irformation.
e. It is anticipated that both predictive models and real-time
satellite remote sensing of the communications channels are
requ°red. The primary physical parameters of interest are: a)
water column irradiance attenuation coefficients, b) cloud cover
geometrical thickness, c) cloud cover optical thickness (attenu-
ation lengths), and d) cloud height. While current technology
cannot provide these primary parameters, they may be considered
as goals for current development.
f. Development of CZCS-type algorithms for removinq atmospheric
effects from measurements of ocean optical properties has indica-
ted the potential for atmospheric measurements per se. S pecifi-
cally, delineation of aerosol concentration, constituents, and
variability is addressable by satellite multis pectral visual and
infrared data. Real-time and forecast data of this type could be
used to improve performance of airborne E-0 weapon and sensor
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APPENDIX G. GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
APT
AV HRR
C CT
CZ CS
DOC
DOD
DOMSAT
EDIS
EROS
ESIC
ESSA
GEM-10b
GE OS
GMf
GOES
GOSSTCOMF
HRPT
IFOV
IR
JPL
LAMMR
LANDSAT
NASA,
NEFC
Automatic Picture Transmission
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Computer Compatible Tapes
Crustal Zone Color Scanner
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Domestic Communication Satellite System
Environmental Data and Information Service
Earth Resources Observational System
Environmental Science Information Center
Environmental S ci ence `,ervi ces Administration (Prc iecessor
to NOAA)
A geoid model
Geodynamics Experimental Oceanographic Satellite (NASA)
Greenwich Mean Time
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (NASA)
Global Operational Sea Surface Temperature Computation
High Resolution Picture Transmission
Instantaneous Field of View
Infrared
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
Land Observing Satellite (NASA)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Northeast Fisheries Center
f
G-1
	 i
r
WL-
INational Environmental Satellite Service
Atmospheric and Oceanic Observing Satellite (NASA)
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOAA Oceanic Data System
Nati o ,ial Ocean Survey
National Oceanic Satellite System
National Space Technology Laboratories
Northwest Fisheries Center
National Weather Service
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
Research and Development
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Seasat Scatterometer System
Oceanic Observing Satellite (NASA)
Satellite Data Services Division
Southeast Fisheries Center
Scripps Institute of Oceanography
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
Synchronous Meteorological Satellites
Seati,e's Ocean Services Unit
Sea Surface Temperature
Southwest Fisheries Center
Tracking and Data Relay Satcilite System
Television and Irfcared Observation Satellite (NASA/NOAA)
United Slates Geological Survey
Very High Resolution Radiometer
G-2
J_l
b	 NESS
j	 NI M8 US
NMFS
NOAA
NODS
NOS
NOSS
I` 	 NST L
t
	
N W F C
IN S
PMEL
R&D
SAR
SASS
SEASAT
SOSO
SEFC
SIO
SMMR
SMS
S0SU
SST
SWFC
TDRSS
TIROS
USGS
VHRR
Im
^, to
O ^i
Tr
i
VIRR	 Visible and Infrared Radiometer
•
	 VISSR	 Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
WHOI	 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
WSFO
	
Weather Service Forecast Office
WWB	 World Weather Building
ug1R (or ugR-1)
	
- micrograms per liter
primary production -the initial conversion of inorganic to organic
material; the conversion of chlorophyll to phytoplank-
ton in the ocean
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